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CHAPTER I 
UlTR>OOOTIOB 
Scope or the the■ 1■• Bernarr Kacradden ha■ qrten 
"' been written up 1n aagaz1nea and new■papera, and he ha■ 
been the aubJect or a handrul or b1ograph1••• Th1• 1• not 
hard to underatand when one learna something abou1'\h~. 
man. Jfaotadden wa1 a noncontora1at and an eXh1b1t1on1at; 
everything he did waa newaworthy· •. 
What 11 hard to under■ tand, however. 1■ why h1• 
publ11h1ng ach1evem-nt1 have ao cona1atently been neglected 
or played ~. , Pub}1sher Mactadden at one tlae or another 
~ .. 
controlled ten daiq newapap.;,. Hi• bold entry 1nto the 
magazine field reaulted 1n ·a oha1n or tabulouai, aucceaatu1 
11&gaz1Dea whioh at on• tiae had the nation'• higheat 
c1.roulat1on.1 Fro• the forty-two dit!erent Maetadden 
aagaz1nea a new trend evolTed 1n periodical 11ter&ture, a 
trend wh1oh 1• toda.J' at111 ver, much 1n evidence. 
Thi■ thea1a, 1n dealing pr1.aar1l.y with the , Jlaotadden 
publ1oat1ona, will attempt to !111 thi~ vacan07. Yet 1n 
addition to a deacr1pt1on of these publ1oat1ona, I believe 
it 1• neceaaary, 1n order to reaoh a coaplete and accurate 
underat~nd1ng or M&otadden and the reaaona wb1' he eabarked 
1a:,bert Lew1• Taylor, "Prot11•••" The N•w Yorker. 
26:44, October 28, 1950. 
2 
upon h1• Journal1at1o career, to delve br1etly 1nto hia 
early lire, hi■ beliet■ and h1■ extra-Journallat1o 
act1v1t1ea. Chapter III and, to a ta1rl,J large ext~t, 
. ~,-
Chapters II and VII deal v1th theae aapect■ or ~acradden•a 
Organ.1zat1on •. I have attempted to arrange the 
thes1■ cb.ronolog1cally wherever poae1ble. The aole 
exception■ are the aectiona on the two aapecta ot 
Maoradden•• journal1■t1c career, h1a magazine■ and hi■ 
nev■papera •. Though runn1~g concurrently, these phaaea, I 
believe, can beat ~ d1acu1ued 1n aeparate ohaptera, even 
at the expen•• or breaking \.lP the noraal chronologJ. Each 
• 1(,, 
or these chapte.!'S, however, within 1taelt, proceeda 
chronologically•· 
Sourct•• I have tried to use priaar., aource 
aaterial whenever poaaible. Intormation ror Ohaptera IV, 
V and VI, dealing with Mactadden'• magaz1nea and nev■-
papera, wa■ gleaned primarily troa the publ1qat1ona 
theaaelvea. However, for 1ntormat1on on llacradden•a early 
' it 
lite and many or h1■ otheP act1v1t1e■ it waa neceaaar., to 
consult aecondar., source■• 
.,. 
Care had to be uaed 1n aelect1on or data;~ or 
the aou.ro•• offered contradictor., or otherwiae obviously 
aialead.1.ng 1ntoraat1on. ll&ctadden vaa a man who 1nap1red 
among hi• aaaoc1atea and acqua1ntancea either great 
ada1rat1on or great an1moa1ty, reault1ng 1n b1ograph1e■ 
.., 
3 
t hat were prejudiced more t han slightly in one direction 
or the other. 
Probably the best known work,s on Macfadden are the 
biographies written by Fulton Oursler, Clement Wood and 
Grace Perkins Qursler; 2 all t hree authors were employees of 
Macfadden , and their books all oame out within one year •. 
One writer claims t h.at these biographies were ordered , 
censGred , proofread and paid for by Macfadden .3 Whether 
or not t his assertion is true , one fa ct remains indis-
putable; no man could poss i bly be as admirable as the 
protaganist of these three books. 
Grace Pe r k ins OUrsler 's book is con cerned primarily 
~ 
with trivia , with the Macfadden family ho;ne life, physical 
culture cooking recipes and other eimirar fiuma.n-interest 
material; therefore I drew little upon this book for 
informati on. 
The Clement Wood and Fulton Oursler biographies are 
virtually carbon copies of each other; the organization of 
the books is similar, and even certain phrases a re 
2Fulton Oursler , The True §!.£!:(. of Bernarr 
~cfadden, (New York : Lewis Copeland Company, 1929); 
Cement Wood, Bernarr Macfadden; A Study !n Su99ese , (New 
York, Lewis Copeland Company, l929); Grace Perkins OUrsler, 
Chats With the Macfadden Family, (New York~ Lewis Copeland 
Company~c:-;-1929). 
3Allene Talmey, "Millions from Dumb-bells," Outlook 
and Independent , 155:162, June 4 , 193~. 
4 
~ ■u■pioiou■ J.7 alike. HoweTer, arter digging a little deeper 
through th• tlow•f7' word• ot pra11e, I wa■ able to uncover 
much valuable data on Naotadden'• earl.7 Ute. C•rtain 
correlation■ •••• to indioate that aan_r ot the .-,.gazine 
artiol•• on Mactadden al■o drew he&Til.7 on th••• book■• 
Still another biography, written b7 Jlaof Men'• 
-
third wife, Na17, and Ell.11• B&UTN&u, roraer editor o't 
• ot Maotadd•n'• newapapera, 4 1• 1lanted 1n th• opp a1t• 
direction.. G&uvreau had had a ll11und retantUng with 
Mactadden over editorial policy, re■ult1ng 1n hi• N■1gna­
t1on.5 J1&17 Mactadden, d1Torced by her buaband atter 1••r• 
ot oourt battle■, 6 11 prea ntly au1ng the Bernarr M&ot&dden 
( .. 
Foundation, a non~rot1t org-.n1,zat1on rounded b7 JI& f&dden.7 
A ••r1•• ot three article• 1n Tb• 11! Iork•r titled 
•Prot1lea, • written by Robert Levi■ Taylor, 8 ■ff-■ l••• 
~ ~ 
prejudiced than aoat ot th• other aater1al, and provided 
Ma17 Hactadden and 1:1111• GauTN&U, Duabbella ~ 
Carrot Strip a: %A! Ston: ~ r.rnarr *of&dd•D• Ut•w Yoiii: 
He~ Holt and Oo P&DJ', 1953. 
York %1' I, 3•:7, l.J 9, 1929. 
6%bL v Iork_ T1aep, 21:•, .Tanua17 10, 19~. 
7Per■onal co un1cat1on to the author troa F.dward 
Bodin, pre■1dent or the Bernarr Mactadden Foundation. 
8Tb••• article■ appeared 1n the October 1•, ~land 
28, 1950, ia ■ue■• 
r 
5 
•• w1th helpful data. 
Maotadden himaell wrote an autobiographical aeri•• 
titled "JC, Fift1 Ye&N or Pb1'•1oal culture," which appeared 
-
-1n 1933 and 1934 1n hi• Ph,Ja1cal Culture raagazine •. Thia, 
too. added much to an underatanding or hi• early lite. 
Hactad.den'a relatives and many of h1a friend.a 
unfortunately were reticent; however, Edward Bodin. preli1• 
dent of the Bernarr Mactadden Foundation, and Rabbi. Max 
Felehin,. a director of the Foundation, aupp11ed me with 
much valuable data. aa did Fellx May, editor ot l1Lf•1cal 
Qultur,. 
CoW1tleas other articles, 1n book■, magazines, and 
newspapers too numerous to mention here, filled 1n the many 
other deta1la of thia theaia. 
OHAPTER II 
A BRIEP' APPRAISAL f1 
.,, 
Th• •rat.her ot fht•1oal cultur,." on the night oft 
- -Nay 25, 1945, cam.egie Hall waa packed with 2,200 eager 
cllaoiplea ot Bernarr Maotadd.en. Sp altl.Da on •Th• J()J'oua 
-Ute"• How to L1vo It• Naotadden turned on hi• old-ti• 
~ -
elan tor 100 ainutea and a n•w taith, Co■motariani■a, waa 
born. !he cardinal tenet or thi■ "religion which trl•• to 
bring ao e or heaven down to earth• waa that 1t •n oher-
-i■hea hi■ God-given bod1' the l:1ngdODI ot Heaven will •ure~ 
tollov'.~ In th1• t1eld ot pb_J ■1cal cult ' • 11•• M ctadden'a 
p 1no1pal claia to rue. 
Few people thought o! Bernarr ctadden aa an editor 
and Journal1at; 2 he waa better known a■ the advocate ot 
health aea■ure• that otten verged on cult1•••' In ■trange, 
otlten bizarre, way ■ he built hi■ bod1' ~ and kept himaelt 
v1goroua. Hi• e:xper1aent• on bl■ own bo~ u■ual~ ■tarted 
hia on oru■ad • thro~gh which he atteapted to 1.apart hil 
newly-gain.ct w1edoa to th• re■t or ank1nd~4 
1Rew•w •4, 25:93, Jun• 4, 1945 
2 
,.. 
3Br1tann1ca ~ ot the I.!!.£_(0hicago, Toronto, IDndon: 
Ency o lopaed1& Br!. taiiiilea -;-Illc., ~ 1956), P • 515 • 
4 Fulton OUraler,"Th• No■t untorgettabl• Character 
I've 11et•, D! ft ader'• ~Pls••t. 59:82, JulJ, 1951. 
7 
Ho man ever advertised h1maelt more !lamboya.ntq. 
He was a master showman, and the public aoon became 
familiar with his aharp hawklike race, hie long bus}'q hair 
and his muacular torao and thighs 1n acorea ot magazines, 
newapapera and booka, as well as in mov1ea and tele-
vision.~ 
•otadden wa1 indeed an iapreasive specimen ot 
'Q, 
phyaical development •. Hichol&a Murray, h1• photographer 
who snapped h1.m. 1n many a "claasic" poae, described hi■ 
at sixty years of age 1n these words: 
Hi.a shoulders were broad, as it built to support 
massive burdens. The muscles r1ppl1n8 under ·the velvet 
or his akin rippled like the tenaing muaclg• of a 
leopard; then they ol1cke~ into place,. firm,. obedient 
to h1a will, unimprov&ble. Hi• cheat had a mighty 
expanaion; h.1a stomach muscles weN 11Jre li~1ng steel, 
and the.re waa no trace at all of a paunch, th.at head-
line or careless living almost universal ~t this age. 6 
A magazine article presented th.is v1·(1'id, though 
aligatly tongue-in-cheek, <11tacription: 
Phyaicalq, he was a striking specimen~ Bia pei-
f'ectly' muscled boq waa only 5 feet 6 i11cl1ea high, 
his visage was at m, beaked and reaors1tlaas, his eyes 
or a peculiar hazel which became so ber·.Q" multicolored in 
momenta of passion.. H1a teeth were nor.ta too good-, 
perhapa because he believ d that the cure for toothache 
waa to chew hard on a piece or mahogany ("aassage", he 
called it). He alwaya slept soundly; ev·en when ~ 
anxieties were on hia mind, his anorea Naounded "like 
coal going down a chute." Though his J~ints cracked 
6 Clement Wood, Bernarr K!9f&dde9; A £•~ ldl Syoceas, (New York: Lew1a Cope land Company, Inc., 1929), p.136. 
.. -y 
8 
like 11Ulteta when be did~ one-legged heave~•, h• 
waa det iR,ed to utl1v &IQ' other an or hi• gen•• 
ration and We a aeoond poleon. Hot that he approved 
ent1r.ly or Xapoleon, who, h• ort n aa1d, "tilled hia-
1elt tull or onion &O\U> and brand;, be!ore th battle or 
Waterloo. Th.at t1xed hi■ tor keepa."7 
~ ~ 
Many or the follower• that he aocwaulat-4 throughout 
h1■ long oare r looked. 1.lPOD h1a as a god.a Clement Wood, 
one ot hi■ ll&JV biographer■, probably spoke tor a great 
number or Mactadde "- devoted d1ac1ple• when he wrote: 
•som how you fe l like shading your eye• a tr1t , when you 
"' co e cloae to ha.•9 
c!adden w a una.ou.'hted..lJ slnC$1~ in n.1e o .. to ~t. t.o ~prea.d 
health and ph_ya1cal well-being o the asea; yet l'x. had 
the rare talen~ or being able to combine b.N,d buaine•• 
pol107 v1th h1■ huun1tar1an1••• ao one 1n th• united 
Stat•• ever round health aa prot1tabl •10 
Hactadd•n' healta \heorl.e_,!. llac!add n'• major 
h alth tenet, to which all oth re wer. aubord.1.nate, waa 
that there 11 but one true d1aeaa ; 'iulpurit.J or the 
.., 
blood." The one cure, raating, enable th ram1ah d bod;r 
7 11 ure With a Gen1ua, 11 I!m,t, 61:120, April 20, 1953. 
s .. otadden'• Fa■ily,'~%!!!! , 28:4-4, Sept.-11ber 21,1936. 
9 . -
Wood, Jm• ill•, P• 6. 
lO "Prof ■aor-Prophet AOQ.tt1rea Another Sanator1ua", 
lewaweek. 5:27, June 29, 1935. 
r • ,, 
9 
to devour its own diseased ti1aue •. ll 
In one or hia many books Mac:t'adden wrote:· 
Q:>1eeaaeJ 1s a conditiot. There is a cause ror 
every d1sea1e, manltestea a variety or "17mptou". 
These 1ymptoms are too o:t'ten mistaken for the disease 
itaelt ••• whereas they are only its outward manifes-
tation• ••• we must ••• discover and remove the p ~ 
cause; ••• the ayaptou will disappear of themselves.l~ 
He prescribed h1a therapy of tasting for such 
diseases ae bronchitis, asthma, epilepsy, paralysis, 
obe■ity, con■tipatlon, heart disease, 1nsoania, diabetes, 
impotence, dyspepsia, kidney ailments, bladder trouble and 
aarv- o~her ailments, most of thea serious, stating con-
t1d.entl,r that fasting would "help and generally cure" th~ae 
condi th•na •13 - -Claiming mental as well as physical benefit■, 
Macfadden fasted often for per1ode of from three to fourteen 
d.e.ya,14an,~ once went without food for three veeke·.15 
Oth,9r Mac!adden teneta were eating healthy roods, 
~r1et a.-,~auita and sunbathing, 16 and physical tre.1n1ng and 
exero1att f ,Jr good healt.h. He pioneered th• low-heel shoe, 
the bed-board and enriched !lour, and attacked the old-
-
l.~ Bernarr *cradden, tas§ing :r2r Health, (New York.: Kactad.~@l Book Company, Inc., 92 ) , p. • 
l3Robert Lew1a Taylor, "Pro:t'1lea," int la!! Xofkt \ 
26 :50, Oc:tober 21, 1950; Macradden, Fa&t1!f tot {Lea • 
lac,.~; Fulton OUrsler, ")::Ch• I£!!! Stor,r .2! Beftl&rr Xioracfcf,m . ., (Bew York.: IAtwia Copeland Oompa~, Inc.,1929) p.148 
14tiie New Xorit T1me1, 22:2, Mq 24, 1923. 
1Spersonal communication to the author ri-oa ~ward 
Bod.in, Pre 6i.dent or the Bernarr Macradden Foundat1011. 
-------------------------------------------
10 
-0 
fashioned corset, fear of nie,ht air, eating from habit 
rather than hunger, sex-prudery, tobacco, alcohol and drugs.16 
From even a casual reading or his many works, 1 t becomes 
ff/~ . 
apparent th& t Macfadden I s "Perfect State" would have been 
-
peopled by beings w1 th godlike physiques, all devotees or ex-
ercise, fresh air, fasting, milk, fresh vegetables, dft,1ly beauty 
~ . .. . . 
contest8 for men as well as women and daily recitals 1n uni-
son of the Macfadden physical culture creed:17 · 
We believe • • • that our bodies are our most glorious pos-
session, that health-wealth 1a our greatest asset ••• Weak-
ness is truly a crime ••• Sickness 1s a. penalty of 
violated health laws. 
We believe that the requirements of building glorious 
health are ••• pure air ••• vital foods well masti• 
cated ••• cold baths. • •ieot baths •• • dry friction 
••• right manta~ attitude.. · 
It is thtJI belief 1n the 1mporta.noe of the human body that 
1s responsible tor the growth of tlie 118.cfadden Publications, one 
or the largest and most prof! table publishing enterprises of our 
times. 
During the decade preceding the turn of the century, 
the topic of health received far lees a t t ention from the · 
16aernarr Macfadden, Macf.adden I s Physical Tre.~ (New 
York: The Mac:f'adden Company, Inc., 1900.), pp. 6, l0O-l~ 11'e 
With a Genius", .QR. ; ill•, p.122; Bernarr Macfadden, Strength 
From Eat1~, (New York: Physical Culture Publishing Compa.n;r Inc., 
1901), ,, . 2; Bernarr Maofadden, Harriage! Lifelong Honeymoon, 
(li,ew York: Physical Culture Publishing Company, 1903), pp .166-10, 
162, 168, 188;"Macfadden Steps Down: Newsweek,17 :59,Uch 10, 1941 
17Henry F. Pringle, B~ i~gs,(New York: Macy•Mas1us • 
The Vanguard Press, 1928), p • · 17, 118. 
1811Prof essor-Prophet Acqu)..res Another Sanatorium" loo.cit. 
Ill 
erican publio than it does toaay . In his attempt to 
awaken public interest in health m ttera , cfadden had to 
become publ i sher , for no ed itor would print wh t be had 
to say . 19 
he oontrov ersY . From the very st rt of his jour-
~nalistic career he was a controversial f i gure. here w re 
~..,. 
those who worsh1 pad him a s their s v.ior , others who 
cons1 ere hi m crackpot . H himself wrote s " . 
eferr to a crank and a fanatio - ' nutty ' some people 
called me . I had to o throu0 b a certain cunt of parse-
cution an prosecution . Every enthusiastic re f onner has t9 
suffer 1n simila r nner . " 2 Still others c cu aed h1m 
of ~e ing sc n l roonger and vulg ri n p ndering to the 
lowest instincts of the mob . 21 
Probably cfadden a a little of 11 tbre , but 
whateve wer bis f ults , it must be itted that he was a 
man of some stature. His contributions to ournalism , 
though not al aye of the moat noble n ture , were not inaig-
nifio nt . His ba sic health principles and raotices helped 
19 Oursler , .9l2• o1t ., p . 14. 
2 Bernarr cfadden, ''Celebratine Fifty Ye rs of 
Physical Culture,'' Pnys1oal Culture. LXIXs4, arch 1933 . 
21 
Pringle, .9l2• .2,ll ., pp. 118, 119; llene ralmey , 
"illions from Dumb-bells," Outlook ru}g In ependent, , 
155:164, une 4, 1930. 
e 12 
tremendously to make the nation health-consc~us.22 
At his editorial peak he published over twenty maga-
zines whose combined circulation was sixteen million a 
month.~3 By 1931 he had accumulated a fortu& o/J thirty 
million dollars.24 Yet strangely he used little of his 
money for his own personal purposes; it went instead to 
start severe.l ~harities and other enterpri~es which he 
r 
hoped would help to propagate his health practices and 
theories.~5 
22Ma.r,y Macfadden and Emile Gauvreau, Dumbbellaaand 
Carrot Strips:!!,! Storz of Bernarr Ma.cfadden (New York: 
Henry Holt and Company, 1953), P'• 378'.. 
23"Ufe With a Genius", .2.l2• ill•, p. 121. 
2"'rime, 66:102, October 24, 1958. 
2511 Mao!adden: 'A Low~ Qrusader! Reviews His Ufe,. 
1n Two Parts, Newsweek .• 6 :36, December 14, 1935. 
.. .... 
CHAPTER III 
THE EARLY YEARS 
".:c 
$ ~ Oh1ldhoo4. Bernard AdolphUIMcFadden vaa born on 
·August 16, 1868, the aon ot John R. and Elizabeth Ma17 
(M1ller) Mc~d4.n. 1 Hi• birthplace was an austere two-room 
rarahouae by tb.e Black River or Wayne County, iu.eaour1, some 
two miles rrom the village or Mill 5pr1nga.2 
Bu rather, the ■on . ot a rich aouthem planter, kept 
the taai]J 1n constant poverty through hie love or horae 
race■ a.n4 com vhiake,-~ H1a tubercula&aother paaaed on 
to h1a, the oldea1i or 't~e childNn and the only bo,, a 
r'.:, legacy ot physical r~1lneaa and ■1ckl1ne■s; the little 
weakling suffered all the oh1ldhood a11aenta, and hia 
reooveriea were slow·. \/hon leas than two yeara old, he ~ell 
into a tub or boiling fater on washday and almoat died. He 
bore scare on h1a back rro this incident until he was 
1soae year• later he changed hia name to Bernarr 
Maotadden, vll.1.ch, he telt, aounded more d1at1not1ve: 
Henry F. Pringle, 1, Frog'2 (New York: Maoy-Maa1ua• The 
Vanguard Preas, 192 , p. 4. 
2olement Wood, Bernarr Maotadden; A Studz 1n Succeas, 
(aev York; X.v1a Copeland Compa.n,;r, Ino., 1929), pp'; 16, 17; 
Pr1ngl.•,~• 1, p • . 122; Fulton OU.r■ ler, %At. :£!!! ~ gf_ 
~9;rr eta , !How York: Levi■ copel&n!comp~-;-Inc., 1§, PP• , : Proteasor-:Prophet AoQ.u1rea Another 
Sanator1ua•, Bewaweek, 5:27, .rune 29, 1935. 
3oa.rale.r, _sm· • .o_ll., P• 43; Thoaaa Dixon, AD~ 
JA Portugal. (Nev~YorklCOv1c1-F.riede - Pl.lbl1ahera, , 
P• 19. 
almo■t fourteen, and w•• left with a tear or water which 
took h1a many yeara to conquer.4 
H1• rather'• heavy drink1~ resulted 1n tit• and 
re.gee ■o violent th.at Hre . McFadden t.requently bad to !le 
with rnarr and hia aitter to the aatety ot an ighbor'a 
hoae.5 
14 
Finally MN. McFadden lett John, taking her two 
children with her •. Ono• he ca• to hr, ple ding tor 
another chance, and •h• returned. But the reunion wa■ 
1hort•liTed, and when Bernarr wa1 leaa than tour years old 
ahe again lett, tor the laat tille.6 
Sh• went with her otlildND to live with her parent■ 
1n Ironton, torty ail•• 1,4patate. There her aeooDd daughter 
wa■ born·.7 
Once more John returned to plead, but th1• tiae he 
wa1 retuaed, and ■o he lett. Soon art.er, h• died 1n a 
drunken ■tUJ)or.8 
401.aral r, l2s.• o1t.; Wood, 22• e1t1 pp. 27, 30. 
501.araler, S?R• ill•, P• 43: "walkings Nactadden Fa1na 
Derby tor P\lbllo1ty, .rrotit, and .rroot•, B•w•w•H• 5&17, 
Jl&J 18, 1935 •. 
6wood, .2lt. ill• , p • 28 
7Ib1d., PP• 28,29. 
8•.rroteaaor-Prophet Acquire• Another Sanator1ua•, 
lr2£• .£ll•J .rr1.ngl.e, S?R• ill•• P• 121: OUreler, 122• o1t..•. 
,) 
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unwilling to burden her parents. Hrs. McFadden took 
her children to Chicago, but povert7 aoon to.reed her t.o 
send her aon to a cheap and diareputable boarding school, 
where the chb1-dren were starved and miatreat-ed.9 
"" 11' a few month■ his mother returned tor h.1m, but 
betore ~ong he waa agaµi sent away, this tille to live with 
relative• vho ran a hotel near Chicago •. Here he vaa put to 
vork doing countleaa menial chorea; he emptied ap1toons, 
ab1ned shoe• and rarei, went to acbool·. 10 
one day, when he was ten, he was told that hia mother 
had died ot tuberculosi•• That night,, as he lay awake in 
bed• he overheard h1a rel.4ve .. ~red1ct thf t tro11 the sound ~ 
ot his hacking cough he too would soon sur fer h11 mother's 
rate·.. The boy wanted to rebel aga1net thi• rate, but he 
did not know how.ll Shortly after hi■ mother'• death. hi• 
relatives gave up their unprotitabl• hotel, and Bernarr waa 
"bound out" to an Ill1no1• tarmer, Robert Hunter.12 
-Hia vork on the t&l'll was hard, and not at, all 
9wood, ml•ill•, p. 32; OUraler, .SU!• ,Qll., PP• 43,._: 
OUrsler compare• thia aohool to those ot Dicken.a' novels, 
stating that "the boy■ ate peanuts, shells and all" in the 
1nati tution. ... 
10wood, sm• o1t 1 , :p.33; OUrsler, 2.J?'• cit,., P• 4--4. 
11Pringl•, ml• ill•, P'• 121; OUreler, 2R• ill•, PP'• 
44• 45, woo4, 22• ~ pp. '4, 35. 
12Roberl Lewi• T ylor, "Profiles", The ~ York•£• 
26J39, October 21, 1910; wood, S!l?• oit., P• 3l)-; 
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pleasing to the child. Th• farmer, convinc$d that adopted 
boya usuall,1 run away when they arr1v• at an age where they 
can do a man's work, was determined to get hie money'& 
worth aa early as possible • . And ao, tor nine month• of the 
year the boy had to work from sunrise to sWl8et, Just for 
his bed and board.13 
Once th• child got his hand.a on a cigar, amoked it, 
and became thorouglll.J' aick'. . Froa that day on he was violently 
oppoaed to the uae or tob&cco.~4 
He d1al1.ked Sunday School and the Presbyterian 
sermons, and even ln adulthood was never rel1g1ou•·• · 
Physical culture probably became the neareat tll1ng to 
religion that he ever had •. l5 
Meanwhile, life with Hunter was becoalng more and 
ore unpleasant. When the rarmer refused to pay for 
mending the boy'• boots, which had becoae ludicroualy worn, 
Bernarr decided to run away. Yeara later he looked "'1)0n 
13Bernarr Macfadden,"ic, Fifty Yeara of Pb_yeical 
Culture", Phya1oal CUliure, _69:19,20, Aprfl 1933: Pringle, ~ ill•, p. l22; OUra er, 2R.• cit. P• 45. 
14wood, -Sm• cit., P'• · 35;. OUrsler, &• o1t., P• '46. 
15ifarold Brainerd H•r••1, fulp;fod Editor, (New 
York: Frederick A. Stokea Oo■p&IQ", 19 ), P• 2ll; Wood, 
211• ill•• P• 36. 
hie two yeara on the ta.rm aa a bleaaing 1n 41agu1ae. The 
twelve-,.ear-old, once a trail weakling, had beco11e strong 
and healthy fro11 the hard work and outdoor air.16 
He set orr for st. Louie, where he had an uncle, 
Harvey- Miller. l 7 .• : Aa ~ he had no oartare, he would board a 
train and s1t ree.d1ng a oaat-orr newapaper until th•~ 
~ I 
conductor arrived •. Then he would explain that h• did not 
have a d1me to hia naae. Sometimes he waa thrown otf at 
the next station, but more otten on the roadbed.18 
When t1nalJ..y lie arrived at st. Lou1a, hi• uncle 
took hill 1n but waa too poor to support hia.19 And ao 
Bernarr took a Job aa . del1very bo7 1n &.A,m&ll grocel')' 
. l~ 
owned by another uncl•, 01"\UN x. Killer. In an aahoa.n h• 
rou~ ~ high silk hat, outawa7 coat and a pair or striped 
17 
" 
trouaera, which seemed to the bo7 a luxurious wardrobe 
indeed. He mad the rounds at ever-increasing speed, but 
his amb1t1on went unrewarded. And ao after al.Jllost a y·ear 
he took a Job aa route boy tor a mercantile agenc.r~ Mter 
16xactadden, l22,.c1t.; Wood, 
OUrsler, 21?.• o1t. ., p. lf.7 
17wood, ~• cit., P- ~. 
l'3Ta7lor, 12£• ill• 
22• ill•, PP• 
l9wood, !gs. gU.; Taylor, !2!:!• ill• 
;f 
a rev month• he became an o!f1ce boy 1n a grocery broker-
age, earning the mun1f1cent salary or three dollara, and 
laier t~ve dollara, a week, and then became a clerk i n a 
. f 
~gen~, store~ where h1s uncle Harvey was a booltkeeper.20 
. . 
Howev r, those years or city life and oonf'in1ng 
o!fio• work took a toil, and by t~e t1me young Mactadden 
was fifteen h1s hacking cough had returned and he acquired 
., 
one cold after another. Dootera preacr1bed pill• and~•• 
aaleamen sold h1lll patent med.1c1nes, but nothing seemed to 
help.21 Macfadden later wrote 1n one or hia magazines, 
" • • • all m.r sufferings served to i press upon my mind a 
~ 
lesson that I was never to forget •••• the importance or 
health, the most precious asset that aey man or wo11an can 
possesa."22 
A gymnast. Then came a time which Maofadden later 
called "a glad day in 'fll1' despairing life, the day or 
awaken1~.•23 While walking with h1a uncle he came upon 
~ 
the Missouri 01anaa1u.a and saw the poaters ahoving several 
muscular toraoa. H1a 1aagination afire, Mao!aqden dra~d 
20 Kactad.d.en, 22• ~-, p. 72; ouraier, 92• ill•, P• 
49; Taylor, loc. ill•i wood, .22 • ,ill., P• 43. 
Wood, 
21M&oradden, QR• cit., P• 20; Pringle, loc. £.ll.; 
.21?• ill•, PP• 17, 44; Taylor, ill• ill• 
22 turaler, ~• ill•, P• 50 
23Maoradden, S&• ill•, P• 21. 
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h1a uncle in, after a short struggle. for gymnaaiume were 
or low repute 1n the l880's, on a level with pool halls. 
Once inside, he viewed the gymnast■ with great adm1re.tion; 
even the worst physical specimen of them all was an Apollo 
compared to the spindly-framed Macfadden •. But both were 
diacouraged -by the fifteen dollars initi~tion f9e, ea-
pecia.11.y uncle Harvey , whom Me.c:fa.dden asked for s. loan'• 
Miller changed the subject a.nd took the boy to the zoo.24 
Macfad.den, however, was determined to build dp his 
body. The gymnasium instructor outlined a dumbbell drill 
for him for a quarter, and then the purchase or a pair or 
second-hand dU!llbbella ror halt a dollar, and Macradden was ~ 
ready to go to wort.25 
Within a month or daily strenous exercises he 
noticed a great improvement in his strength a.nd physique. 
It was time for another outlay of halt a dollar for a 
heavier set or dumbbells. Instead of riding to work daily, 
a distance of three or four miles each way, he walked. He 
also carried with him a 10.-pound ba r of lead which he had 
gotten from a printer, for additional exercise. Once h1a 
24
~.; Taylor, ill• ill•• 
25"walk1ng: Macfa.dden RU.na Derby for Publicity, 
Profit, and Proot", loc. c1t.J Wood, .2R.• cit., P• 45; 
OUrsler, Em• ill•, P• 52; Mactadden, .21?• cit., P• 72 
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~ grandmother, who was also liv1ng 1n st. Louis, called h1m a 
tool for using up h1e energy by tot1ng the we1ght to work 
each day, but the r1d1cule tailed to break down h1a 
confidence 1n his me~da.26 
-~ ~ And then one day the Ba.mu.a circus came to St. 
Louis. As Macfadden watched the acrobats swing and flip 
high above the crowd, he was ~e1zed with a sudden ambition 
to become an acrobat himselt. With the help of a few 
neighboring boya he set up a makeshift gymnasium in h1a 
uncle's cellar, complete wi~h horizontal bar, parallel ba~a, 
trapeze rings and all the other necessary fittings. H 
soon was spending two hours or more daily for hia 
exercises. One c!Ji.y he set up a tight rope, but on his 
first attempt he fell and severely injured his wrist. 
After regaining the use of his arm he took dovn the rope 
and never again att mpted the feat.27 
When Thomaa Stevena announced hia intent to ride a 
high-wheeled b1oyole around the world (actually accomplished 
in 1886, barring the water Jumps), Kacfadden bought a 
second-hand bicycle with the notion of Joining ha. But 
S3; 
26xactadden, .Qll• ill•, P• 73; Oursler, 2£• ill•, P• 
Taylor, loo.£!!.; wood, 2£• ill•, p. "'6. 
27M.acfadden, .2li?.• ill•, PP• 73, 75; Taylor, 122• ill• 
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his idea was short-lived . He fell six times the first day 
he tried to learn how to ride the treacherous high-wheeler; 
he could never· seem to get f a rther th.an fifty or sixty 
yards 1n an upright oaition.28 
A country lad again. Soon after his loss of 
interest in cycling came a disaatisfaction with city life. 
His business career was suffering because of the time he 
spent exercising . Though his physical condit ion was 
improving, he kept thinking back to his ood health during 
the years he spent on the f a rm. He dec1ded to return to 
the country. His rela tives, unable to dissuade him, ~rote 
to another relative who was ~racti r, ing aen tistry in cCune, 
a small town in Kansa s. 29 
When t he dentist agreed to take him in, :i.ac!adden , 
now fifteen, joyously set forth on the six hundred-mile 
journey. When he arrived, he worked as a dental assist-
ant for a time, helping make false teeth and sometimes 
holding down the heads of a few patients who lost their 
courage in the midst of an extraction. 3 
28Eernarr M.a.cfadden, "My Fifty Years of .Phys ical 
Culture," Physical Culture. LXDU14, May 1933; Taylor, l2.2._. 
ill• 
29Macfadden, .2l2• £.ll., pp . 15, 16; Wood , .2l2• ~-, 
p. 49; Taylor, .212• ill•, pp. 39, 40. 
30wood, ~- ,stll.; Macfadden, .212• ~., p. 16. 
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He next got a Job as farmhand, but was paid only 
half the regular adult wages. In hiss are time he 
pracr i oed boxing and bacame especially ad ept at wre stl1ne: , 
so that he w~a able to defe~~~y .of t he f armers in this 
. ~~ 
sport. After he once more became aocust cmed to f a rm labor 
and felt he wqs doing a man's work, he demmded a raise. 
Hie employer refused, ands ~ ~acfadden packed his belongings 
and l eft for t he open road . In the months t ha t followed, 
he tramped and rode the rods all t hr ugh Kans qs and 
Missouri. 31 He slept in haystacks and hobo ca mps, c hopped 
wood, a nd did farm work and other odd jobs .32 
The youth was believed by his fellow hobos to be 
0i eccentrio. His lu ggage consisted mainly of a pa ir of 
Indian clubs , w~io h he twirled ~nd juggled through the 
long dull hours in freight cars; while he exercised , he 
sang loudly, seeking to enrich his ppeaking voice. The 
other 11 passengers'' often rasorted to throwing small items 
of freight in his direction to r estore s1lence . 33 
All through his life he was to try to r emedy the 
lack of res onance 1n his v oice. He late came to believe 
31 c fadden , .Q.12. £.ll., pp. 16 , 63; Taylor, .Ql2. £...1.!t.., 
p. 39. 
32 Fulton Oursler, ''Bernarr Mac:fadden' a True Story, 11 
l'.hi Reader's Digest, XXXI&79, September 1937; Fulton 
OursJe;r, Ila l,Da Story 21. Bernarr Maotadden, (New York& 
Lewis Copeland Company, Ina., 1929), p. 55; Taylor, .212• 
ill•, PP• 39, 40. 
33 Taylor, 212· .su.lt•, p. 39. 
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that by mooing, growling and roaring as a rorm ot exercise 
he could give his voice the quality it lacked, especially 
on the public platform. Deserted subway cars were his 
favorite place to perform these unorthodox activities, for 
the noise or the subway d~owned out his bellows and 
decreased the risk of his attracting unfavorable attention. 
But his voice never oat the flat twang or the Ozark high-
lands and the unfortu n~te .t?-esemblance it bore to t hat or 
1t.. C. P'ields. 34 
All tb.roug, t his time he rarely he ld a job l onger 
~llan a month. He drop ed in frequently on his many 
r·ela. tives in the Midwest, most of t be m 1n s trir.gent 
circumstances. Though he ofte n went hungry, be never found 
it necessary tc beg. 35 After a wh i le he returned to the 
dent i st, working f irst in bis office, t hen a s wa terboy fer 
36 
a railroad construction gang . 
He became a tramp again, but once more returned to 
the dentist, who in the meant1me had dec1ted t g ive up 
34.lary Mac fadden s nd Emile Gauv reau, Dyf bbells and 
Carrot 5tr1pe: I.ta Story £f Bernarr Mac f a ·aen.New York: 
Henry Helt and Company, 1953), pp. 8, 305. 
35Tayl or , .212• £.ll., p . 40; Oursler, l.2£.. ~. 
36 Wood , .212• ill•, p . 50; Oursler, .9.!2· 2,ll., p. 56. 
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his dental practice and publish a newspaper. And so 
Ma~tadden became a printer's devil ror the MoQMe Brick.37 
, 
on hia own time he rented a stable and started a boxing 
, 1 sohool, but he got only e. few paying atud,rs • . >lost or t.., 
visitors were loafers w o came to see a free tiat-tight. Even-,. 
tual]J q,e sublet the institution to an itinerant showman o drew 
~a nice c~"t- ab.owing his two-headed c~&:tf' .38 
The dentist' e paper,, meanwhile, was loaing money. It 
r o ided within a ahoM. time, and Macfadden vent on the road again )9 
The ph.ysiculturist. MaJ'l1' stories have been told ot 
.. 
)faofa.ddep).s decision to make physical culture his lite• s 
mission, so many that 1t is often difficult to determine 
qJ1ere truth ends and rumor begills. Several of his bio-
graph·ers claim that he saw the word "health" written 1n 
capital letters in the tail of Hailey's comet {two or the 
biographers assert that he then chased the comet for five 
miles), and from this he realized that health wae to be his 
life's destiny.40 Probably a more reasonable version is 
that while working the night shift in a coal mine he realized 
that he was getting no nearer to his goal of physical well• 
being. He decided to quit the Job and to devote the rest ot 
hie life to prea~h1ng physical culture.41 
37Taylor, loo,~ ill• 38~. 39~. 
4019rofessor-Prophet Acquires Another sanatorium," 
loo. ill• - ' ' 
4loursler, 21?.• ill•, P• 27; Wood, 21?• ~., P• 54. 
'P 
And so, not yet seventeen, the youth returned to 
¢l 
St. Loui?s with two m Jor goals: to learn auout body 
bu1lding, and to teaoh others ~hat he aad learned. 42 ' 
Within a fev weeks ot working as bill clerk tor a 
photographic supplies firm and doing other odd Jobs, he 
43 boarded enough money to enroll 1n a gymQasium. 
j He trained with zeal and determination, spending 
two or three hours daily at the gymnasium. He beoame an 
expert gymnast, doing the front and back swings' on hori-
zontal bars, somersaults on parallel bars and the running 
ii) headetana, t-WJk and front flip on the side horse with tne 
25 
best ~crobats in the house. Throughout these exercises bis 
otf-pitoh tenor -voice, quavering under the exertion, sang 
out, causing many of the other gymnasts to appraise the 
youth with some euspioion. 44 
His lack of money forced him to eat 1n caeap 
beaneries and to walk instead of riding the horse-cars. 
His only close friend was a Oraek-Ame~1can wrestler named 
George Baptiste, a youth slightly older than he. 45 
43Taylor, on c 1 + 42· -♦ ~-, p. , 'cod, .212• .2,ll., p. 56. 
440ursler , op. cit., p. 63; Taylor , l2.2_. £..1!.; 
Wood, .212• ill•, p. 57 . 
45.raylor, 12st. ill• 
Baptiste also frequented the gymnasium, and it 
was he who convinced Macfadden tbat life w~a n ot all 
26. 
gymnastics and acrobatios. He taught cfadden t o wre stle 
in the s ; veral'styles then in fashion, the Gumb8'lad9-, 
the Cornwall and Devon, the Lanc a shire (catch-as-ca tc h-
can) and the. Greoo-Roman. Though ten ~ounds heavier, 
Baptiste was pinne8l! by h1 s upil within a few montbs. 46 
In his a ttempt to supplement bis fra entary 
education, M.a.cfadden read vooe.o i cusly, but a. lmost 
exclusively en t e tc 1c ol healt. The p inted word 
made a tremendous impression on him, and he naively 
accepted all he r ~ad a s f aot. 47 
Somewhera in his reading he ac quired t he 1de• of 
f ast ing and dieting . To support t heae t heorie s hen ticed 
t hat many a nima ls t hrived on one da i ly feed ing , and when 
sic k , most an imals ate n othing a t all. Macfadden shared 
his di sc overies with Baptiste, s ay ing, 11 Ge or ge, we' re 
pois cning ourselves with food ." The c mpliant Baptiste, 
though feeling f1ne, a greed t o Jin Mac fadden 1n a 
dietetic experiment. They a t e one da i ly meal f s SEY 
half-c ooked vegetables . After s eve r a l we eks {acfadden 
1:: leefully not ic e<'.: that he f e lt bett er tba n ever . But 
one day lle gre w 
461l2J.g. 
p. 58 . 
47Pr i ngl e , ni + 123 ~, ' 
.Ql2. ~·, p . ; nooa , .212• ,ill., 
taint and alao t tell 1n the ■treet. He qu1okl.T 10\.lght out 
apt1ete, who was 11t.t1ng weatl.T 1n a corner or the gJ■-
na11 • "What do 7ou auppoae 1e wrozagf" Maotadden &eked, 
~ 
•~l&1n1ng that h• waa reeling none too well. ",C:, 
111preaa1on 11 that we need rood,• 1aid the w11e Baptiste; 
' 
whereupon th 7 went to the neareat be&ne17 &nd ate a big 
meal. 48 
Thia experience aerv-4 tQ make Maota en 10 ewh&t. 
more oaut1oua, but 1n later 7eare be kept on with h1i 
dietetic experiment.1.49 
~ the ti•• .Ji• wa■"' 1n hi• late te • he vae a 
prot'1c1ent wreatler. H11 t1ret protea ■ 1onal match with a 
local favorite wae over 1n 1econda. Kaotadden put an ov i--
the-ehoulder ara hold on h1■ opponent &Dd tl1pped hi.a, 
le v1ng hi■ aensele11 at the oppoa1te ■1d• or the ring. 
Th• winner had ■howered and waa on hi• way to collect h.11 
■mall purse before -n.:r or th• ■peotatora were even ■eat-4.50 
After aev ral ■ore ■ iail.Ar ■uooeaeea 1n the rina h.• 
■aved ttlNe bundred dollare and opened a curtain l.Aundr:, 1n 
48 
ouraler, 22• ill•, P• 68; Ta,1lor . 21!. ill•, pp.42 
49our■ ler, !22.• 01~· •• 
50"xactadden' ■ Second Publl■hing Erap1Nf", ff!ti~£!' 
215:81, June 28, l9~; Taylor, 2i• .21!•, PP• 
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partnerah1p w1 th a tr1•nd, Hilary Updike. However, Updike's 
1n1t1al zeal was ahort-l1ved when he we.a confronted by the 
hard work of washing and ironing. Mactadden was forced to 
buy him out, and lat.er, 1n d.1eg.Jst, sold out h1mseU .51~ ~ 
, A br1•t career as circus acrobat ended when 1n an 
aco1d,fnt he strained a tendon 1n his root and vas laae tor 
several months.52 
Th• K1n1ath•~p1at. On the proceeds from the aale 
ot h1a laundry h• rented a studio and hung out a shingle: 
BERNARR MACPADDEN - KINI5THERAPIST 
TEACHER OF HIGHER PHYSICAL CULTURE 53 
Jr1n1athere.py, a term suggested by a friend who had 
dabbled 1n Greek, was the science o:t gaining strength 
t11"0ugll br1ak motion, he e~la1ned to callers.54 
Thia was the first occasion on which he used the 
name Bernarr Kac:tadden rather than his real na.JM, BernarO. 
A • . McFadden. "Th• na.. looked ord.1.nar;y," he said yeara 
~ 
later. "I was starting out fresh. Nev business, new kind 
of culture, new name - the worka."S5 "I have never 
51wood, 22• ill•, p. 64; Ts,ylor, 21?• ill•, P• 44 
52 6 Wood,~• cit., P• 5. 
53-raylor, loo. ill•. 54~. 55.IW. 
-I 
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at~empted to oono~al th1s,M he aaid on another occasion • 
. 
"I called m;yaelr Bernarr Maoradden because the picturesque 
;ppealed to me.•56 
Hi■ studio was a aoderate auccesa.57 Having read 
up on anato1D,Y, he discovered that the spine was mentioned 
favorably, and he immediately concluded that to stay 
vigorous one ust keep hia spine supple. And so h1s pupils 
were launched on a program or gyrations designed to twist 
and rotate the sp1.ne.S8 
All through this period he flooded newspaper and 
magazine editors with an unend.bg barrage or articles on 
his health theories. He sent out one or more such article• 
each day, but none was ever accepted.59 
Feeling that perhaps hia articles lacked g.ra.mma.r 
and polish (which they truly did), he determined to get a 
quick education. He closed hia studio and assumed the title 
of professor of physical instruction in a small private school 
at Bunker Hill, Illinois. After remaining there a year, 
studying rhetoric and literature 1n his spare time, he 
felt that he had progressed into the re.nks or the scholars, 
56Pr1ngle, fil• ill• 
58Taylor, 12..£,. ill• 
57oursler, ~• cit., P• 74. 
59~ •• p. 45. 
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and so he left tbe 1nst1tution.60 
He now bit upon a scheme to gain publicity for 
himself and his theories. He decided to win t he wrest l i ng 
cbampionsbips or all the weight d1v1a1cns from lightweight 
c., 
throueh heavywe1ght. 61 
With Baptiste training him, he reduced to 135 
pounds 111 orcer to meet the lightweight qualificat,1or,i.s. 
When he got into the ring to face his opp nent, who adver-
tised himself as "t e 1 1 t.~·ei ht c _e.II:ri<n f tte \,es t", 
Kacfadden w~s twelve pounds below his nor~al weight. With 
his ribs sticking ut ludicrously, be wa s greeted by a round 
of laughter from t e spectators. But Ma~fadden nevertheless 
w. a fast victory, 1m obili z ing his opponent in seven nd 
a ha lf minutes. He later defeated "the wel terwe 1ght cbam ion 
of Chicago" in four minutes. His m9. tc w1 th "the he avyweight 
champion of Chicago" t ook an hour a nd f rty minutes, but 
Macfadden was the winner. Ha ala started pr rooting wrestling 
matches ~swell as par ticipating in them, fr he ' iscovered 
62 
t ha t the pr moters ma de more m nay. 
p. 68. 
Taking adv ntage of t ~e publ icity from bis mstches, 
6 Ibid.; ursler, £ill· £...11., pi:·. 74, 75. 
6loursler, .2l2• _ill., p. 76. 
62 Ib1d., p . 77; Te.ylor, loo. ill•; W od, .QJ2. ill•, 
f1 
he began to give lectures on health, mostly the "man•to-
man" type.63 
31 
A budding novelist. Hia urge tor literaJ.'7 creation 
tar tro■ sated, he wrote an 80,000-word novel, %al Athlet 'a 
Oonguest, 1n which h1a primary target waa the c~rset.64 
In this autobiographic work the hero, Har.O Moore, builds 
himself \.lP !rpm a weakling into a health cr&Dlc aeekiDg an 
uncorseted mate. 
"Every corseted woman seems to be on~ a creature 
ot illij)edeotion," aa7a the despairing Harry Moore.65 "Th• 
~ 
American women ••• cruah the most important orgit.na ot the 
organism into a shapeless mass with bands of steel," he 
adc1a.66 
Suddenly Harry sees F.dith 1n a crowd: "And what a 
beautiful thing she 1a! She doean't wear a corset!"67 
The publisher to whom Macta.dden toolt h1a book 
laughed at the spelling and grammar and called the novel 
"the crudest piece ot J~' be had ever read. Mactadden 
63 8 64 our ler, op. o1t., p. o. ~., p . 84 
65a rnarr Mactadden, "~~ AtbiUt&•'• Conquest", 
Pb.Yaical CUltur,. I:13, March 1899. _ . 
66Ib1d. 67 ~., P • 17 • 
.. ' 
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later admitted that Ult• waa the most crushing blow or bi■ 
lite. 68 
It was then 1893, and th• Wot,ld 1 a Fair was 1n 
~ 
Oh1cago. He dec i ded to go to eee thi■ city whose wrestling 
' oha~ionahip '1)1 held. Atter spending several dli.fa aight• ,.. , 
seeing through the tair, he met Alexander Whitely, an old 
friend, who. waa eXh1bit1ng one of hia 1nvent1ona, a complex 
exercia1ng gadget abundantly supplied with ropes, pulleys • 
and apr1nga. Wh1 tel.y te.lked h1a into helping b1a peddle the 
contraption at the fair tor a while.69 
However, the publ1aher•• rejection or his bo~k vaa 
still scorching his pride, and Mact&dden decided that 
&nother bout with education wae 1n order. And eo at twenty-
three he became a coach once more, th1a t1u at Marmadulce 
Military Academy, a preparator,- achool near st. I.Dula. Here 
he rewrote la!_ Athl.ete•a Oongµeet and was tinall;r auoce••• 
tul 1n having 1 t print~ by another publ1aber .. 7° 
At the school he lectured, atud1ed, led drill■, and 
coached the wrestling teaa to a state ohaap1onah1p. He 
68•Proteaaor-Propbet Acquires An,ot,her Sa.nator1wa", 
129.. cit.: Taylor, ls?s.• ill• 
69:aernarr Mactadden, "ICY Fifty Yara ot Phya1cal 
\Julture", Phya1eal Oultur,, LXX:39, October 193:,; Taylor, 
9R• .9!l•, P• 47 
70s.rnarr M&efadden, •- Fifty Y9 ara of Pb;ra1oal 
Culture", Phya1ia* j:ltur,,LXX:42, September 1933; Wood, 
!'f'• cit., PP• 7 , 7 • 
... 
0 
• 
alao coached an undeteated tootb ll t &11, hiaaelt pl&7 
quarterback: el1g1b111t.7 rul•• were alack 1n tho•• 4&7a, 
and t. v r1val ••hoola prote■ted aa Protea■or ctadd 
raced through th• 11M tor big yardage gaina. He • aa14 
to have been th• ■o■t p~pular non th• taoulty.70 
Att•r the •••on waa over, be l tt th• aoa • ae .. 
wrestle 1n a tew ■ore ■ ichea, b\lt va alao th1nk1 ot 
a good place to lo tea atudio. He opexw a aohool. 1n 
Sedalia, N1aaour1, and • tairl.7 auoceaatul .. When the 
atudenta wanted to learn about bo , a aport v1 
he va■ ot ..-e17 t liar, e aged to ad \IP on it And 
• ~ tar enough ah 4 ot hi■ pupil•. 72 
the a not ltogether aat1at1e4. e at 
alway■ attracted hi■; and haring that Bo ton waa the 
literary and art center ot the nation, he picked t, o1t7 
aa h1a deatination. Th re, be telt, hi• ork would be 
appr ciated th• ao t.73 
a,_u.;LJ~~!A• When hia train atop 
be decided be would ata7 tor a abort, Tiait, 
at v yo , 
that. c1t7, ot 
which he d heard ao IIUC • · Son, boweT r, be changed h1a 
_________ 6 
71-raylor, 
72wood, im• ill'., P • 73 
73Jlactadden, •My F1tt7 Year• ot Pb.Jaioa~ Culture•, 
Ooto r 1933, • • 
llind about going on to Boaton •. The huge metropolis thr1lle4 
and awed h1a, and indeed it was th• center or tbeebuaineas 
world; but what most ot all persuaded h1a to atay was the 
·sight or benchea occupied -■en who, to h1a, seemed 1n the 
last stages 1ft pl\Js1oal eroa1on·.14 . 
And ■o in .1894 Hactadden became a New Yoriter,' 
. t 
arriving, aa one biographer put. 1t, •equipped with much_ · 
~ 
muscle, an extre.ord1nary ·ohest developaent, a thook ot ha.tr, 
and the power to impreas hie perso~al1ty upon othera."75 
-F Priendleaa, and ·with only t1tty dollara 1n h111 pocket, 
he had to look -tor work 1.maediately. He got a tempora1"7 job 
as rubber 1n a gymnaaiua, and then rent&d a two-roo■ studio 
1b a dre.~ old boardtng house kt Twentieth Street near Broad-
way for ten dollar• a month. 0uta1d.e the entrance he lnmg 
placards teatur1.ng his torso, and he distributed a thousand 
oirculara advertising a tree •pb1'aical culture matinee• to 
be held the following week.76-
74xb1d., P• 101; Taylor, ,21?• .£ll•, P• 11,7 • 
75oavald Garrison Villard, "Sex, Art, Truth, and 
Magazin a• , The A tlant1c MonthlY, 137 : 393, ·arch 1926 • 
76iaotadden, "My Fitty Years or P~s1oal Cult•re", 
loo. ill•i OUraler, £m• ill•• P• 89; Pringle, .2J!• ill•• P• 
124, Taylor, !22.• cit. 1 : Wood, 22• ill•, P• 77 • 
J; 
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But no one. aeemed to care about Pro.tesaor Mactadden'a 
health Ol'\la&de. Tb• matinee drew few besides a reporter 
troa D&na'a §lla, who, coming 1n good-hWIOred cur1os1t7, 
<C - ' 
recorded tor posterity that Macfadden "chatted and pos~d 
1n an interesting wa7 to.r over an hour." Mactadden 
acquired no- customers trom he demonatration.'.77 
H• had paid hie rent a month 1n advance; now it was 
" nearing the end ot the month, and the atate of hia tinancea , 
had beco1te ao bad that he had not eaten 1n several daya .. 
When a tat and well-to-do looking actor walked 1n aaki.ng 
the price of a complete course, Mactadden blurted out 
"Fitt7 dollare.n He was surprised when the man pulled out a 
la.rge roll of m~ney and carelessly peeled otf five tena.78 
The -actor was the first cit many affluent tat men 
bent on reducing. Kaotadden stripped them down, exercieed 
thU and forbade aloobol, tea, coffee, tobacco an4 
C\VereaUns.• Some lost weight and aoae did not, but t.b• 
mone7 kept co 1ng in. Soon the studio was proapering, 
and Hactadden began dvertising in newspapers. The stera 
nvillard, ~. ill• :Taylor, loo. c1t.: "Professor-
Prophet Acquires Anoth r Sanatorium", loo, ill•. 
78 ctadden, ._. Fitt.y ye ra'or Pb1"•1cal culture", 
!m• g,U • ., PP• 101, 102: Taylor, !m• ill•, PP• 47, "8t~ -
face and wild bushy hair was a constant reproach to Rew 
Yoirkera. By that tiae Mac!adden allowed his hair to grow 
reckless~; having noticed a alfght thinning-out, he hit 
uPOn the reme~ ot seizing Jeie ha1~1n both hands and 
~ 
wrenching it, which, he claims, saved him from ilmll1nent 
baldneas.79 
Those first rew years in New York, he took the role 
or a town freak and was good-naturedly teased by the press. 
But Mactadden, accustomed to ridicule since his grandmother 
had teased hia tor carrying a bar of lead about, was 
und1aturbed. For his studio he bought dozens or rubber 
balloons, inf'lated them and Qrder~d his clients to keep 
them in the air by blowing. A reporter, t1nd1ng a roo■• 
ful or rat men stripped to the vs.1st blowing uP balloons, 
questioned Macfadden about the amazing sJgbt. Maof'adden 
replied tersely t hat balloons were "!1tt.een cents a grose -
cheaper than duabbella."8O 
' All through this period he kept turning out stacka 
or health articles, but, aa before, the editor rejected 
them. He&lth, thej claimed, was not a popular topic at 
the till• 81 
79"Profeasor-Prophet Acquires Another Sanatoriwa" 
loo, _ill.; Taylor, 2.2• ill•, P• 48: OUrsler, 2i• cit., p1• 
90. 
8°'raylor, loo.~: Pringle, ~• c1}•• P• 126: 
"Protessor-PropheTTcciulree Another Sana.tor ua", 12.£. ill•• 
8lou.rsler, .22• ill•, pp·• 91, 92. 
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During the BWIDler, his business slackened off, and 
so he arranged to sell Whitely'& exerciser 1n nearby c1t1es~2 
When autWllll came, he moved h1a studio to a fashionable 
suite o~ lower Fifth Avenue. Hera his business expanded 
still further . However, the suJDIDers continued to be slow.83 
On to England. Reassured by the aucoeas or the 
Whitely contre.ption, Maofadden invented and patented a 
similar device. These exercisers sold so quickly that 1n 
1897 he deoided to take a trip to England and introduce his 
contrivance in that oountry.84 
His friends informed him before his departure that 
he might suffer seaaioknese, but he laughed 1n derision at 
such talk. The idea that the steel-strong Ma.otadden 
stomach might .rebel was absura!85 
He boarded the Cunard liner, traveling second class, 
and throughout the entire voyage he vent through the horrors 
ot the worst kind of seaaiekness. The fact that his berth 
was 1n the .rear or the ship where the vibrations of the 
ure", 
w., 
82Ta,ylor, ~. ill•. 
83aernarr Maofadden, "My Fifty years ot Physical Cult-
Physical Culture. LX:Xzl7, November 1933; Oursler~ 21?• 
P• 93. 
84ifaofadden, "Hy Fifty Years or Pcys1oal Culture", 
.2l!.• 2.U• ,. p. 98; Taylor, ~. ill•· 
8Sraylor, l.2£• .9.U..; Jractadden, .2J2• o1t., PP• 98,99. 
engine were eapecialq app&Nnt did not help matters. He 
found tha~ the only nour1ahl4ent he could keep from 
delivering to the fish was lemon juice with V1cny.~6 
When be finally arrived in Engla.nd, he vowed never 
again to undertake an ocean voyage, even at the cost of 
remaining h England for the rest of his life. 87 ., 
38 
86wood, 22• ill•, P• 85; Mactadden, ~• £!!•, p. 99. 
87Ma.ofadden, loo. ill• 
CHAPTER IV 
• • 
THE BIRTH OF PHYSICAL CULTURE HA.GAZINE 
th• t1.rft ot the M&ctaddea publ1cationa. In Englan4 
Kaotadden was n 1mllediate success. He toured the country, 
' 
stopping at the larger towna &nd cities to sell hie 
exerciser, but a large part ot his salea talk consisted ot 
a physical culture sermon exhorting the people to lead 
healthful livea.1 
Soon, however, he altered the aspect or his tour. 
Seeing th.at many people came not to b\\y his exerciser but 
to hear him speak, he oonoentre.ted on his lectures, and the 
exerciser was puabed into the background. He hired a box-
ottice man and a ticket taker, and began charging a shilling 
and sixpence admiaaion.2 
He also had a tour-page pamphlet printed, containing 
health news and extolling the virtues of the exerciser; 
though a price Wf&B printed on the first page, Mactadden 
d1atr1buted it tree outside the lecture balla.3 
1Pu1ton Oursler, The I£!!!_ Sto17 g! Bernarr Mactadden., 
C•w York: Iaw1a Copeland Compa.n_y, Inc., 1929), P• 97. 
2Bernarr Mactadden, "Ml Fitt7 Years ot Physical 
Culture", lhY•toal Cultvre, _LXJC:99, November 1933: Robert 
Lewis T&ylor,Protile~, 7!1! !!!. Yorker. 26:"9, October 
21, 1950. - -
3olement Wood, Bernarr Mactadden: A ~~jd.y 1n Succea■, (Kew Yoric: Lew1• Copeland Oo~an,, Inc., I9 , pi;-86; 
Taylor, ~. cu•; "Jfactadden a Family" ,ll!!, 28 :44, 
Septembe~l, 36. . . 
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Many people, under the 1apresa1on that 1t was a 
per1od1oal publloat1on, iDQ.uired about subscriptiona; and 
;:, here Mactadden found the gera or an idea. He d c1ded to 
use the money be ould •alee on the tour to tinano• a ~ 
magazine devoted to health.4 
Throughout the ns( ot h1a tour England went muscle- •· 
mad, and it reu.ined for .maq, years one of h1a principal 
-- ~ 
aarketa. But after worlting 1n England ror aix months, Mac-
tadden began receiving letters from his aspociatea 1n Hew 
~ 
york insisting that he return to attend to h1a buain••• 
arraira. The memo17 or the horrors or his 1.a•t ocean 
voyage still rreah 1n hia mind, he tried to put ott hie 
return tor aa long as possible, but after he received 
several cablegrams announcing that all would be lost it 
he stayed abroad, he decided to take the trip. Before hia 
departuN, however, he devised a method which made it 
poas!'ttle for him to remain tolerably comfortable on hia 
subsequent ocean voyages. BJ walking several miles on deak 
every day and eating nothing but baked potatoes and lemonade 
he round that he could remain moderately immune to aea-
e1ckneas.S 
¼aylor, loo. ill•• 
5~.; Bernarr Maofadden, "My Fifty Years of 
Phys1cal7;iilture", Physical Culture, LXX:101, November, 
1933 
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. 
When he returned to >..marica, the time was r1pe tor 
the publioation which he was . planning. In previous 7ears 
• • • F) 
the top1~ 9t n~tlth had ~een far troa popular with Ameri-
cana;, to practice physical ~u1t~re, to strive tor a strong, 
well-developed ~ody W\-S : regard,~ as a silly tad and held 1n 
111 Npute.6 But no.w, thriving on the new prosperity, the 
. ' 
country club had become popular, and goll and tootball had 
become the Am&rican people's favorite pastimes. Athletics 
were gaining nationwide int reat.7 
Oonvinoed that, alngle-b.anded, he could engineer 
sweeping health reforms, Mactadden made 1mmed1ate arrange-
ment• vith a printer, and on March 1899 Pb.Taic&l Qulture 
magazine appeand. The small thirty-four page publication 
was little better than the circular which he had distri-
buted in Engl.and; it was still primarily an advertisement 
tor the exerciser, but Haofadden now charged five cents a 
copy·. 
The cover bore the subtitle, "A month]J' publication 
-devoted to subjects appertaining to H•alth, Strength. 
V1talltr, lllacular Development, and the Genere.l Oare or 
6Tbou.a Dixon, A Dreamer !,s fortu5al. (Hew York: 
Oovic•Fr1ede - Publishera, 1934) p. :,6. 
7osvald oarr1aon Villard, "Sex,Art, Truth, and 
Magazines," Atlant1oJonthlJ., 137•393, Karch 1926; For the 
relation ot sports a recreation to magazines 1n the pr.• 
r1od see Frank wther Kott, t Riston;~ ~er1can (0allbr1dge: Harvard Univers t,y Presa,~ ) Vol. 
IV, p er XXII. . 
• 
ot the Bo4f," and 1mmed1atei, underneath vaa a photograph 
ot "the editor as he appears in one ot hie classical posea~8 
~ ~ ~ OD the inside cover Maotadden announced a contest tor the 
11 
"F1neat Developed Man!' and the "Greatest Improvement 1n 
Develop■ent 1n Three Montha.• The prizes were one hundred 
.. and r1rt7 dollars 1n cash·, a bicycle, a twent7-t1ve book 
physical culture libral'J and eighty dollars worth ot Mac-
tadden exero1aera. 
In the t1rst aeveral 1aauea he printed the magazine'• 
plattom: 
It 1a the editor'• t1ra &nd oonae1entiou belief-
~ 
That weakness 1a a crimer. 
That one bas no ore excuse tor being weak than he 
can have tor going hUDgrJ' when tood 1a at han4. 
That 1t one poaaeasee autf1c1ent v1tallt7 to remain 
alive under the abnormal condJ.t1on.a ot aioJcneaa, he baa 
more tnan sutt1c1ent strength to regain v1goroua health. 
That uaualq disease 1a aimply' an effort on the pa.rt 
ot the physical organism to right 1taelt, and 1a the 
meana adopted to attain the end ot etrecting a cure. 
That there 1a no disease without a cause, and 1~ the 
oauae 1a -removed the bod;r will gre.dua117•cure it el.1'. 0 
That cUaeaae 1a not" ent b) D1't"1.De Prond.enoe~'but. 
1a the reault ot the v1ct1a'o own. 1gaoranee or o&L'-
leaamaa • . 
That vigol'Oua, pulsating health w1th all the eners, 
MARCH, • 181ttl 
~. , , • • ,, . ..... v .... 
i;>hysical eutture 
A • wa1II I• P" • • hof\ I<•• •.-,I I 1 • , .. •1'1'1 I A fl,, ~• ' Ta t , 11 \ ,,,, ,, 
lt 1 wi , . , .. , . ' " ' • 1 ' 
'. 
~ 
ot mind and body that acoompanlea this exalted pJ:u-a1cal 
condition ia w1th1n the reach ot all. 
That health and strength of a high degree is the 
natural condition of man, and it 1s otherw1•• only when 
one's life does not oonf'ora to nature's laws. 
That there Etre thousands 1n every c1v111zed country 
annually dying tro■ conauapt1on, general debility, 
heart trouble, and other causes too numerous to mention, 
who could easily have been brought back to health, 
strengt, and power had they adopted rational methods at 
the proper tie. 
That his great purpose in life is to "preach the 
gospel" ot health, strength and the means of acquiring 
it. -
That the tinoat and moat satisfying result• that can 
be acquired from proper phy'eical culture are the cure 
or disease and the development ot that energy,. vitality 
and health essential to t.he aucoeaa and happiness or J. 
11te.9 
Th• articles 1n thie first issue atreaaed the 
phy's1cal and mental benetita ot exercise, aan eating, 
frequent hot baths tor cleanliness, cold bath• tor "tonic 
effects" and the avoidance or white bread, alcohol, tea, 
coffee and too much meat. Mactad.den also announced that 
he was starting a health column which would answer readers• 
probl••• tree of charge •. 10 His novel, Ih! Athlete's 
CoM,ueat, was revised and serialized, the first install■ent 
taking up a full third or the agaz1ne. The tirst issue 
9l'h.ya1oal Cultu.re,Iz3, March 1899. 
was written completely by Macfadden, as were most of the 
articles of the next few iaeues, for he did not have money 
to hire employees or pay for~manuscr1pts. 
In the second issue he succeeded 1n getting s1x 
er.:... 
pages of outside advert1s1ng 1n ad,dition to the several 
pagea devoted to the old stand-by Macfadden exerciser. 
Most of the covers of the earl y issues were adorned 
by photographs of Macfadden 1n his "classice.l poses"; hie 
near-naked form was aleo exhibited in the monthly 
illustrated exercise and calisthenics section, and else-
where throughout the magazine. 
45 
The bold crusader showed great promise in the early 
yea rs of nis publishing career. He printed a stirring 
series of articles by his s ports editor, Arthur Duffey, 
exposing profes·s1onalism 1n amateur athletics. He waged 
constant war against medical quacks and worthless patent 
medicines, with few besides the Ladies'~ Journal as an 
a11.y. 11 He ran a monthly column entitled "Round1ng Up the 
Quacks." In an open lett er to President Theodore Roosevelt 
he wrote: "The American people • • • are being prey ed upon 
by an unorganized band of quacks • • • utterly void of con-
science ••• (whose) one and only aim • • • 1s 'io get the 
11aernarr Macfadden, "Protection from Patent 
Medicines," Ph.,Ysical Culture, "m:3, March 1906. 
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money." 12 When the Post Office Department order d news-
papers to cease publishing objectionable medical advertis-
ing, threatening to revoke mailing privileges, Ma.cfadden 
claimed most of the ored1t. 13 
He himself strictly avoided selling space to patent 
medicine man Afacturere, but strangely his advertising pages 
became a haven for purveyors of gadgets such as the "violet 
ray" machine ihich promised to cure polioe obesity, scars, 
~ 
weak eyes, baldnee-s, "bre.1n fag," deafness, and forty-one 
other maladies, and a host of other "doctors'' and "profes-
sors" peddling electric belts, vibrators and courses 
guaranteed to turn weaklings into musclemen within minutes. 
His expos,a of the unsanitary conditions of meat-
packlng houses 15 and the adulteration and unwholesome 
coloring of canayl6, though sensationally presented, were 
worthwhile. Another timely crusade criticized the bad 
12Bernarr Macfadden, "An Open Letter to President 
Roosevelt About Medical Quac.1es 11 , Physical Culture, XV:454, 
May 1906. ~ 
13Bemarr Macfadden, 11President Roosevelt and 
Medical Q.uacks, 11 Physical Culture, 'YN:647, June 19o6. 
14rh,yeic~l Culture, XLI:57, .rune 1919. 
l5oeorge Janovish, "Gruesome Revelations of a 
Packing-House Employee," Physical Culture, XV:6:;8, June 1906 
16Arthur T. atsw~ll, M.D.,"Children's Lives Sacri-
ficed by Adulterated Candy," Physical Culture, XV:340-1, 
March 1906. 
working conditions of child laborers. 17 His editorials 
coablned a "folksy'' philosophy with the physical culture 
sermons which taught the benefits of right living. 
However, muoh of wnat he published -was unreliable 
1:7 
and misleading. He printed violent att~cks ~n medical 
doctors, claiming that most surgery was unnecessary and 
<.;~ 
that medicine, rather than a science, was a gues s ing 
game, an experimentation at the expence of the patients. 
His antagonism toward the medical profession probably 
47 
was not based on the belief that doctors sought to promote 
illness for the benefit of their bank accounts, as one of 
his biographers, Fulton Oursler, naively contendea. 18 ore 
likely cause for hi& antagonism was the fact that these 
men who had spent half their lifetimes studying t he human 
body refused to try out the theories of the presumptuous 
little naturopath who had never even finished grammar 
school. 
There was a great deal of truth in some of 
Macfadden's theories, but many of his beliefs were 
dangerously erroneous. In answer to a reader-'s question, be 
once wrote that 1f one's blood ~1s 1n perfect condition" 
17selwyn C. Harper, "The 3hame and Ttlreat of Child-
Slavery," ftus1oal Culture, XVII ,77-81, January 1907. 
18Fulton Oursler, l'.sl mt, Story .21, B!rnarr !!ctadden, (New York: Lewis Copeland Company, Inc., 1929, pp. l , 17, 
35. 
there is little danger from the bite of a rebid dog.19 To 
another reader he wrote that the only cure for cancer is 
fasting and hydropathy . "Medical treatment,11 he wrote, 
"can do nothing or you. 1120 Hie reme~ for worms was a 
-diet of sand,21 While a etr1ct milk and ti..!lh air regimen 
48 
vould, he believed , cure eyph111s.22 He printed many 
attacks on appendectomies; one of the articles went aa far 
as to say that in ninety-nine append1citia cases out or a 
hundred surgery is unnecesaary.23 His opposition to 
vaocinat1on, stemming from a childhood infection after a 
poorly-administered inJ ction, led him to begin a series 
entitled "Anti-Vaccination Department"; 1n addition he 
printed many article& blaming lockjaw, smallpox, 
~onsumption and the formation of "cancer germs" directly on 
vaccination •. 24 
l9Bernarr Mac!adden, "Gener&l Question Department," 
.Peysical ~lture, XII:569, December, 1904. 
20:aernarr Macfadden, "Women's Question Column," 
Ph,ysical Culture, XV:452, April 1906. 
21Bernarr Macfadden, "o-enere.l Question Department," 
Pb.Js1cal Culture. XXXI:89,98, 1,nuary 191~. 
22Bernarr Maofadden, "Bernarr Macfadden' s View-
point," Ph,.ysieal culture, XLV:15, April 1921. 
23charles E. Page, M .D •• "Needless Operations," 
Ph.ya1oal cultur,, VIII:37, October 1902. 
24"vaocinat1on Bereaves Parents or Ba.by Boy," 
fh.Ysioal Qu.ltu.re, VIII:111, November 1902: A. Opperma~ 
M. D.,•vaoc1nat1on la one of the Main causes or cancera and 
Consumption," l'byaioal Culture, VIII:171, December 1902 . 
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"Physical Training for the Baby," one of the 
magazine's regular departments, explained how to exercise 
infants by raising, stretching, _sw1nging and pulling them 
by an arm or les; the slightest slip in one of the.st 
preca.r1ous maneuvers might mean a dislocated limb for t~e 
,-:,, .. 
baby. 
.  
. t · 
An -a11us"l.ng note was rea ched by an article which 
explained in these words how to use Jiu Jitsu to assault 
suspicious-looking passers-by: ":a&ware the utter stranger 
who attempts to speak to you at the railway station. If he 
looks at you squarely in the face, take his nose between 
the thumb and forefinger of the right hand and twist 1t 
outward and upward until the tip touches the forehead." 25 
The magazine also contained write-ups of movie stars 
and sports heroes, sporte how-to's, a section devoted to 
readers' letters of praise, articles about foreign lands 
and even a short-li~ed attempt at forming a lonely hearts 
correspondence club.26 
The successful publisher. Yet strangely, Physical 
culture was an immediate success. Within lees than two 
years of its birth its circulation had climbed to the then 
25.Rand Smith, "Hi ghe r Jiu Jitsu," Phy sical Culture, 
YJl:3'27, March 1906. ~ _ 
26p~sical Culture, XIII :641, January 1905: "Corres-
pondence Cub" l a sted for just one i ssue. 
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remai'kable figure of one hundred thousand copiea monthiy, 27 
and 1n another year reacqed one hundred and fifty thousand.28 
Probably a maJor _reason why the magazine caught on 
was Macfadden'a belief that controversy and dispute are 
.. essential. When Arthur Brisbane, the Hearst Oolwm1at, 
claimed in a New xork Journal editorial that an excess of , 
muscle was bBd tor the bre.1n, Macfadden snapped back ~ that 
such men as Gladstone, Washington, Uncoln, William Cullen 
Bryant and William Jennings Br,yan were pbJ'aical culturista 
as well as intellectuals, and that weaklings such as 
Alexander Pope were successful J:n spite of their physio&l 
oond1t1on.29 
His editorial complaisance made available his 
magazine space to anyone with original health ideas, no 
matter how revolutionary or bizarre. A Spanish grass-eater 
sent several photographs of himself dressed in tuxedo and 
opera hat grazing contentedly in a pasture.3° John 
27"Macfadden Steps Down," Newsweek, XVII:59, March 
10, 1941. _ , 
28Theodore Peterson, Magazines in the Twentieth 
Centua. {Urbana, Illinois: The Univeriity of Illinois 
Press, 1956), p. 246. 
29Bernarr Macfadden, "Is Disease Necessarily an 
Accompaniment of Genius 1 Is Muscle Bad for the Brain ? 11 , 
Ph,Ys1cal Culture, I:99-102, Ju.m 1899. 
30Joseph c. Hur le"'°, "HUman Beings Ea tins Grass!", 
~s1oal Cylture, 12:536, December 1904; niaebio SantQa, 
Why I Adopted Grass as' •& Diet," Ph.yaioal Culture, XII:627-
8, January 1905. .._ 
0 
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Alexander Dow1e, founder of Z1on 01t1 1n Illinois, who 
allowed no phys1c1ana ·or druggists 1n his community, healed 
by prayer, and taught the world was fla~, was championed by 
Macfadden even after he was expelled from the community 
for pol.yga,my, larceny and .. def1c1ttnt leadership .31 The pros 
and oons of the valid.1 ty of the ge~ theory were a fi,equent 
topic for discussion 1n~~hysioal •OqLture; most of .tbe 
article• denied much connect1on between germs and 1llness)2 
Macfadden entered the act by blaming chairs and divans for 
the unshapelinesa of Americana• legs; he prescribed 
sitting on the floor to remedy the situation.33 A mailman 
from Oregon wrote that he advocated heel-less shoes, and 
that flat feet were an advantage.34 Although Macfadden 
was strongly opposed to the frequent use or meat, he 
printed an article claiming the benefits of an exclusive 
meat diet and blaming the use of salt for sourvy.35 
3lsernarr Ms.c!adden, Physical culture, X!I: 645➔, 
June 1906•. 
32J. w. Hodge, M.D., "A Cr1tic1sm of the Germ 
Theory and its Promoters," Pb.,vs1oal Culture, XIV:398, 
Nova bar 1905; and many other similar articles. 
33aerna.rr Maofadden, 11 The Unshapely Anglo-Saxon 
Leg," Ph..ys1cal Oulture,XIII: 319-20, May 1905'• 
34-L. s. Wright, "Comment, Councel and Criticism by 
uur tteaders, u Pnys1cal C4lture, AV~:j48, vctober 1906. 
35stefansson, in an interview by J.C.tt. uainfort~ 
"Man Can Live on ,-teat Alone~ Ph;ysical Culture, XLII: 23-4, 
60, 61-1.-6, Augu2t 1919. 
However, he always made sure to include on the contents 
page the statement: 11 The editor does not assume respon-
e1b111ty ror op1.n1ona or oontributore." 
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As fhys1cal Culture continued to gain circulation~ 
Macfadden abandoned the exerciser whose sales had 
originally supported the magazin;, and began to concentrate 
on exercises that needed no equipment. The ~agazine 
invariably opened with the men's calisthenic section, which 
was followed by the women's, children's a.nd the previously 
mentioned babies' seotions. Tha volume of outside 
advertising continued to grow and to provide liberal 
returns.36 The success his magazine was enjoying prompted 
1ac fadden to move int~ a suite of offices and hire a staff 
of forty or fifty employees. 37, 
In October 1900 he began a publication similar to 
fhYs1cal Culture. but for women. First called Woman's 
PbYeioal Development, its title was changed '1n February 
1903 to Beauty Ans! ti,altn. 
At the age of thtrty-three ' acfadden met and married 
a Canadian-born nurse, Marguerite Kelly, who bagan writing 
3
~ernarr Macfadden, "My Fifty Years of Physical 
Culture, 11 Pnye1oal Culture, UXI:42, January 1934. 
37Bernarr Macfadden, "My Fifty Years of Physical 
Culture," Physical Culture, LXJCI:78, February 1934. 
a regular column called "Ideal Babyhood." Thie was 
-
actually Macfadden's second marriage; the first, years 
befoee, had been annulled. H1a second marriage vs.a also 
short-lived, ending severe.I years later 1n divorce, with 
Macfadden gaining custody of their girl, Byrne. He also 
had custody of another girl, Helen; as the child was of 
hie blood, he promised her mother to care ror her.38 
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In 1901, in order to prove the efficacy of diet and 
tasting in the cure of various diseases, Mactadden leased 
a farm near Kingston, New York, and offered to treat 
several selected patients at no cost. The five patients he 
chose suf'fered from rheumatism, a pare.lyzed digestive system, 
asthma, hernia, tuberculosis, neurasthenia , and palsy. 
Macfadden starve~ the~, exercised them and fed them beet 
Jui'.ce, carrot Juice, honey and rainwater. Within several 
weeks he ct'owed exultantly that all but the palsy victim 
were on their way to a complete cure.39 
Encouraged by the success of hie first san1tariwa, 
38From a personal communication to the author fro■ 
Edward Bodin, president or the Bernarr Macfadden Foundation; 
Me.17 Macfadden and Emile Ge.uvreau, Dumbells and carrot 
Stripe: The Stocy of 3ernarr Mactadden, (NewTork: Henrr 
Hoit andeompany, 1§53), pp·. 121, 279: l!l! .ID!.!~ Times, 
31. 1, October 13, 1955·. 
39Robert Lewis Ta.1lor, "Profiles," Th1 New Yorker, 
26:37, October 28, 1950; Bernarr Macfadden, HJ' Firty 
years or Physical 0Ulture,"Phy;e1cal CUlture,LXXI:42, 56, 
Februar., 1934. 
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he bougQt a larger building on Lake Ronkonkoma, Long 
Island. The venture, however, was doomed from the start. 
The capacity of the sanitarium was sixty persona, but with 
the aid of hastily · set-up tents it accommodated aa many as 
one nundred and twe~ty five. There w~s strife among the 
guests, for the occupants of the building, for some 
inexplicable reason, looked down upon the tent-dwellers as 
squatters, though both pa id the same rates. The appearance 
of hoards of mosquitoes made life in the tents unbearable. 
'ttorat of all, the attendants turned out to be drunkards 
and thieves. After several months Ma.ofadden closed the 
sanitarium. 40 
In Janua~y 1903 the price of ftm1cal Culture was 
raised t c ten cants , but it ha d tripled in size since the 
first issue. Th:~. t same year, in orde1· to publ icize his 
magazines, l•iac fadden sponsored a physical culture axhibi tion 
in New Yorlt: 1,s Madison Square Garden during tne week of Dec-
ember 28 t o select the healthiest s pecimens of manhood 
and womannood. The exhibition was moderately successful, 
and two years later he planned to stage a ~cther , more 
elaborate, demonstration. He offered a total cf two 
thousa nd dolla rs in prizes ~nd asked readers tc c cntribute 
40P~ysical Culture. x ,90, July 1903; Bernarr 
Macfadden ,My Fifty Years of Physical Culture, 11 Pbysioal 
Culture, LXXI:31,70, March 1934; Wood, .212• .Q.ll., pp.95,106. 
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additional prize money. Besides the usual beauty contests, 
maey athletic events were planned.41 
Thie exhibition was a great success; Ma41aon Square 
Garden was packed during the opening performance, and five 
thousand people had to be turned away. The show ran for a 
week b e 0 1rul.1ng October 9, 1905, and drew near-capacity 
crowds each n1ght.~2 
However, Macfadden had an unpleas&nt experience Just 
before the show opened. In order to publicize the exhibi~ 
t1on, he had been distributing posters shoving the women 
contestants of the previous show dressed 1n smg-f1tting 
underwear. Antho!\J Comstock, secretary or the New York 
Socif)'ty for the Suppression of Vice, raided Macfadden's 
office with a group of burly detectives on the opening 
night and, determined to suppress t hese "obscene" posters, 
arrested Macfadden and one of his aasist~nta.43 ~One bio-
grapher claims that Comstock, seeing a photograph of the 
Venus de Milo on the wall, cried, "So! You have pornography 
here, too." 44 
41Ph.ysical Culture, XIII:Editorial Supplements, 
March 19051 • • 
42Ib1d; Edward R. Bushnell and Arthur Duff ey, "The 
Athletic World," ~eical Culture, XIV:493, December 1905; 
Bernarr Macfadden, The Physical Culture Exhibition," 
Ph.Ys1cal Culture,XIV:575, December 1905. 
43a. Mitchell watchet, "The Arrest and Trial of the 
Editor," Ph.Ysical Culty.re, XV:582-3, June 1906. 
"aobert Lewis Taylor, "Profiles," The New Yorker, 
26:51, October 21, 1950. 
On March 28, 1906, the deiendante were technically 
convicted of "giving awa1 obscene printa," but no penalty 
was imposed.~5 In hi• anger Maotadden la~ched a slashing 
aeries of articles entitled "Ct>aetook, King ot .Pn.tdes," 
56 
1n which he accused Comstock -of advocating Nmystery &nd ,f 
46 
secrecy" 1n matters or sex, ot standing tor "all that is 
impure, ~ salao1ous, and obscene, 1147 for"ignoran~e, 
superstition, ••• depraved co~ceptio~."48 
~ 
All the while Maotadden was buay with varioua 
11tere.17 eff orts. Having cured r.imeelt ot "blindness" 
brought on by overwork, he wrote a book entitled Strong 
il.!!• He cured himself ot what he believed were 
tuberculosis, receding hair, pnewaonJ.a, all by his own 
natural methods; evecy time he cured himself of something, 
he proceeded to write a book about it. He became the author 
of literally dozens of books on various health topics. 
Th• rise and fall of Pg.ys1cal Culture City. Early 
1n 1905 Macfadden bought a tract or nineteen hundred acres 
45watchet, 22• c1 t. , p. 584 
46Bernarr Macfadden, "Comstock, King or Prudes," 
Pb_yaica~ Oulture, XV:13, January 1906. 
47Bernarr Macfadden, "Com~took, King of Prudes," 
Ph.ya1cal Cyltur,. XIV:563, December 1905. 
48!1Ua· 
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halfway between Spottawood and Helmetta, New Jersey, forty 
miles fro• New York. Named Ph;yaical culture City by 
'I' 
Maotadden, the land was planned as a real-estate develop-
ment, a community where Macfa~dth 1 s beliefs oould be put 
into prac~ice. The 1nd1vidua~ plots, rather than being 
sold, were leased fer nine hundred and ninety-nine years so 
that Mactadden oould retain control and keep out 
objectionable businesses such as saloons, tobacco shops, 
drug stores, corset shops and higb•heel shoe storea.49 
He moved his printing plant to the community, and 
then began planning a library, an as sembly hall, a hall for 
dancing, athletic grounds, schools and a physical culture 
restaurant.SO By the end of the year over ten thou.sand 
dollars worth of lots were leased. "The outlook for 
Physical CUlture City," Melcfadden wrote, 11 ia most 
flattering from every ;tandpoint."51 
... 
The project, however, was fraught with irr1tationa 
49Phyeical Culture, XIII:Ed1tor1al Supplement, May 
1905; "Phyaical culture City Ready for Home Bttilde.ra," 
Phyaioal culture, XIII:Ed1tor1al Sl.U)plement, April, 1905. 
5011Pbys1cal Culture Citr, Ready for Home Builders: 
loo. ill•; Bernarr Maofadden, 'work and Progress at _ 
Physioal Culture City," Pisical Culture, XIII:472-3, June 
1905; Bernarr Maofadden, :,C2 Meofadden Prosecution,(Battle Creek, Michigan, 1908), P• • 
5111Phys1cal cultu re Enterprises," Ph.,Ysioal Qulture, 
XIV: 566, December 1905'. 
I 
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troa the outset. The Pennsylvania Railroad, bordering on 
the property-, agreed to stop some local trains there e.nd 
to build a station, but a controversy arose over naming the 
station. The railroad company asserted that the name 
Physioal Culture Oity was absurd, and so the station 
• • 
remained namelesa•.52 
Once, while Mactadden was away from the community 
for a few days, an employee neglected to open the sluice 
gates of a daa holding back a lake. The water washed over 
the dam1 and caused thouse.n~s of dollar■ damage.53 
Then there was a controversy over a separate post-
office for the community. Forced to use the postoffice or 
a nearby village, Physical Culture City we.a receiving so 
much mail that the postmaster's salary rose rro11 tour 
hundred dollars to over two and a half thousand dollars a 
year. The postmaster naturally wanted to preserve this 
state of affairs, and so he used all his influence to 
prevent the community from having its own postoffice. He 
waa, however, unwilling to grant Physical Culture City, a· 
mile away, free deli very •. 54 
52Robert Lewis Taylor, "Profiles," The New );orker, 
26 -..37, October 28, 1950. _ _ 
53Bernarr Maofadden, "M;y r1rty years of Physical 
Culture, "Ph,Ysical Culture LXXI :21, April 1934. 
54Ibid,; The Macfadden Prosecution,~• cit. 
, . 
.. •. 
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At abour this t1me Kactadden decided to go through 
witJ:\ his long-standing plan of publishing a magazine s1m1-
P lar to Pnya1cal Culture for boys and g1rl■• Strong, 
Beautiful Girls~~ was to ·have a~~red early in 
1903, 55 but after a long series or delays started 1n March 
.; .. 
1905 under the name Ph.ys1gue CUlture -!2.!: Boys !BS Girl•. a 
A pa.mphlet~aized nickel magazke, it had a format vecy much 
like the earliest 1ssuea of P.t\Ysical Culture. 
In the first issue Mactadden editorialized: "I 
-
believe that every boy can grow into a strong, rugged, 
manly man. I believe that every girl oan develop the 
beauty and attractiveness that acco_, •• superb woman• 
hood.•56 The parent■ or fb.Ya1gue culture's youthful 
~ 
readers must have been angered when thei~ offspring took 
Macfadden's advice and fasted, refused medicine and meat 
and demanded permission to sleep in a tent the year round. 
fhys1que OUlture, however, was short-lived, and on 
January 1906 was combined, together with Beauty and Health, 
1n a new and larger Ph.ysioal Culture. Beauty and Healt.g wae 
revived as a separate publication 1n April 1907, but 1n 
Septemb r 19a:l again merged with ~aioal culture. 
55phva1oal culture, VIII: 196, December 1902. 
56Bernarr Macfadden, "F.clitorial Department," 
Ph,tsique Culture tor~~ Oirla, I:16, March 1905. 
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In the October 1905 issue ot Pb,.ys1cal culture a 
strange aerial yarn, "Weird and Wonderful Story of Another 
-
world," appeared. Written by a man who claimed to be a 
.. 
Mexican, scient1st, the story was subtitled: 
t-
unparall..tled EXperiences of a Young Scientist who 
Solved the1>roble■ of Navigation, not only of the 
Atmosphere, but of the Heavenly Spaces outside of it. 
Claims JuP1ter to be Peopled~, a Superb Race of Men 
and *men Who Live Physical Culture Lives of the Highest 
O1-der and Who 1n Theaaelvea Prove the Magn1f1~•nt 
Possibilities of Physical Culture Pr1noiplea.~f 
The a~thor calmly went on to state in the story that 
he had invented a space sh1p, flown to JuP1ter and without 
any protective equipment toured the planet and met a race 
of perfect beings. In the first installment a report by a 
committee of "scientific experts" was included, stating 
-
t hat the author's statements were logical and apparently 
true. Macf'adden, in an editor's nott, referred all who 
doubted the truth of the story to this report. 58 The story 
ended lpptember 1906; the author stated t hat he returned to 
earth,aoooapanied by a beautiful Jupiter1an girl who later 
made off with hie space ship and disappeared, presumably 
bent on exploring the earth. The author pleaded with hie 
readers to contact him if they learned of her whereabouts. 
57rr,- an currio, "Weird and wonderful S$ory or 
Another WNld," Ph.ya1oal Qulture, XIV:332, October 1905. 
58~. ~ 
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In the October 1905 issue ot Ph.ys1cal culture a 
strange serial yarn, "weird and Wonderful Story of Another 
-
world,n appeared. Written by a man who claimed to be a 
Merl.ea ecient1et, the story was subtitled: 
OJ\Parall.,14ed EXJ)eriences or a Young Scientist who 
Solved the'.t>roble■ of Navigation, not only of the 
Atmosphere, but of the Heavenly Spaces outside ot it. 
Claims Jupiter to be Peopled by a Superb Race of Men 
and \Mmen Whe Live Physical culture Uvea of the Highest 
Ol'<ier and Who 1n Theaaelvea Prove the Magnitig,nt 
Poss1bil1tiea of Physical Culture Principles. 
The a~thor calmly went on to state 1n the story that 
he had invented a space ship, flown to Jupiter and without 
a-ny protective equipment toured the planet and met a race 
of perfect beings. In the first 1nstall~ent a report by a 
committee of "scientific experts" was included, stating 
-
t hat the author's statements were logical and apparently 
true. Macfadden, in an editor's nott, referred all who 
doubted the truth or the story to this report. 58 The story 
ended lpptember 1906; the author stated t hat he returned to 
earth,acooapanled by a beautiful Jupiter1an girl who later 
made off with hie space ship and disappeared, presumablJ' 
bent on exploring the earth. The author pleaded with hie 
readers to contact him if they learned of her whereabouts. 
57 Ty an Curr1o, "Weird and wonderful St,ory or 
Another WBld," Ph.ysioal Oulture, XIV:332, October 1905. 
58~.-
The climax of the story came tour months later when an 
alert reader wrote 1n that he had seen the f1rl and ihe 
spaceship in Florida, and asked to be remembered 1? a 
reward was being offered for informa.t.1on.59 
When "Weird:. and Wonderful Story ' we:s ended, 
-
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Maofadden decided the time was ripe to educate hla readers 
about the horrors of a life of dissipation and the dangers 
of venereal disease, topics which~were at th.at time shrouded 
in mystery. And so he hired John Russel Coryell, 
author or the well-known Niak carter series of detective 
etories, 60 to write a fiction serial about the broken 
lives t hat result from promiscuity. 
The story, entitled "Growing to Manhood 1n 
-Civilized (? ) Society," told of an unwanted child of 
separated parents who, at sixteen, accomplished hie first 
seduction, and went on from there to new conquests. 
Soon after the first 1nstallllent appeared 1n 
Ph.ys1oal Cultµr,, word came rroa Washington that PtJ.ys1cal 
Culture City was granted permission for a separate 
postoff ioe.61 
59A. HUnter, "Comment, Counsel and criticism by our 
Readers," Ph;[aioal Cylture, XVII: 64, January 1907 
60raylor, op. cit., P• 51. 
61Taylor, 1:2..2,. ill• 
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Then, after the sixth installment of "Growing to 
-
Manhood" appeared on March l9Cff, Macfadden was suddenly 
arrested by request of tho Post Office Department and 
charged with mailing indecent, obscene literature, the 
November, December and Janwary issues forming the basis of 
the charge~2 He was convinced that the nearby New Jersey 
postmaster was responsible for his arrest and that the 
charge was trumped up merely to get even with him for 
requesting a separate postotfice.63 
Hactadden fought back with a series of editorials. 
"Thie story teaches a lesson that is sadly needed," he 
wrote. "It plainly sets forth the evils with vhich one 1s 
eure to come into contact. The story waa written with a 
high moral purpoae." 04 But 1n October 19Cff Macfadden was 
-
convicted by the New Jersey Federal Courts, fined two 
thouaand dollars and sentenced to two years hard labor 1n 
the New .Jersey State Pen1tent1ary.65 
62:aernarr Macfadden, "The Editor's Arrest - ~ 
Protest Against Comstookery,~ PhYsical Cyltuz:!, XVII:251, 
April 1907. 
63Bernarr Mactadden, 11 ~ Fifty Yee.rs of Ph3aical 
Culture," Pb,,Ysioal CUlty.re, LXXI:66, April 1934'• 
6½ernarr Macfa.dden, "our Serial Story and the Moral 
Code, 11 Ph.ysical Cµltuz:e~ xvrr:247, April 19<17 
65Letter to the readers from Maofadden enclosed in 
:Ph.Yaical Culture, December 19Cff; Is ll ~ Crime 12, E.xpoee Crime, pamphlet enclosed 1n fh.ys1cal Culture, December 
~~~ ~ 
' 
The arrest , trial and conviction a.11 came as 
d1atinct aupprisee to Ma.cfadden. He paid t he fine, but 
while the case was pending review by a higher court he 
63 
V 
embarked on a lecture tour of the country to fight what he 
termed "wrcng and oppression , " "persdcuti n and not prosecu-
t1on,~6 Enclosed in the December 1907 issue of Physical 
Culture w~s a letter to t he readers a sking them to publicize 
his crusade , a sixteen-page autcb ographic am hlet and a 
petition be~ring the re uest that Mactaddeo be granted a 
full pardon . ''The da.y will c cme, '' he wrote, "when t.he laws 
of this land, I fully believe, will encoura.ga the publica-
tion or literature of t h is k1nd.~67 
Tnouaande signed the pe\1tions, and many more wrote 
to President Taft, who finally suspended the prison term.68 
Many yea.rs later Ma fa.dden's friend, ena.t or Robert Reynolds 
of Nort h Carolina, introduced a bill 1n Ccngress to refund 
the fine, but was unsuc essfu l 10 hav i n8 it passea. 69 
66 11 Tbe Case of Bernarr 
J'anuary 1908. 
f a.daen, The Arfilli, 39:95, 
67Berna.rr Mac fa.dden, '' Is t e Edi tor Gu 11 ty, 11 
Physical · .ulture- XVIIIt364, December 1907. 
B_rug. 
69Robert Lewis 1'aylcr, "Profiles,'' 1!1i New Yorker, 
26:51, Oct bar 21, 1950. 
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Ironically, the notoriety helped t he circulation 
of Physical Culture; thousands beg n to buy it in the h pe 
t hat it was really obscene . 7 
Macfadden never became reccnciled with the pclicy 
of hushing up sex , even a fter this close escape from 
imprisonment. Moret an fifteen Y-a ra after t he trial, he 
&ttacked t he amendments to the Clean Bok Bill by saying : 
"Any attempt t c cnceal sex matters from yount! people only 
results in 1ncraas1n their interest in them. They will 
seek information from souroea which consider the moat 
beautiful things in life vile nd unclean. 11 71 
bile nis attention was distracted by the trial 
and subsequent barnstorming , Physical Culture City was 
slowly withering and dyin from neglect . ro make matters 
worse, e org~n iza tion of t.e c cm1unit left much to be 
desired. rhe city was set up so that m st c f t te res idents 
were " students," w rking for their sustenance and at the 
end of t he c ourse reoeivinE diplomas certifying a physical 
superiority . The rest of the re 1denta were at1 ts 
paying for room and board in what w~s known as the Health 
70ttenry Pr ingle,~ Frogs, (New York: acy- sius 
The Vanguard Presa, 1928), p . 127. 
71The New York Times, 9:2, pril 26, 1923. 
., 
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Home, and doing no work.72 
The students received fifteen cents eaab for a ten-
hour day or manual labor' •. A few ot the more practical 
students calculated that, at that re.te, with no abs•ntee-
" 1am, . would take them over five and a halt years tog.re.-
duate, by which time Macfadden would have a nicelJ de-
veloped piece of real estate.73 The paying patienta 
were no happier; they were charged eighteen dollars a week 
tor board, and then immediately given a week's taat "for 
their health. "74 
In one of 1ta characteristic crusades the I!.! York 
World sent a reporter to 1nvestiga$e. He stayed at the 
community for severfl.l days, and then wrote a story accusing 
Macfadden or (lak1nn1ng" the patients and allowing 
immor~lity.75 Macfadd~n 1n turn accused the world, aal 
newspaper men in general, of seeking sensationalism. The 
community's residents, he claimed, wore abbreviated, but 
not 1Dlmoral, clothes and bathing su1ts.76 He filed suit 
72wood, ~• cit., p. 112; Robert Levis Taylor.-
"Prof1lea," I9!, New Yorker, 26:37, October 28, 1950. 
73T;ylor, 12.£ • ....£.ll; Vill ard, 9.2• ,gll., P• 395. 
74"Professor-Prophet Acquires Another sanator1ua," 
Neweye i, 5:28, June 29, 1935. 
75~. 
76Bernarr Macfadden, "PbJrsical culture City 
Criticized," Ph.ysioal Culture, XVI:215-18, August 1906. 
.., 
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72 
The students received f1ftean cente eaab for a ten-
hour day of manual labor'" •. A few of the more practical 
students calculated that, at that rate, with no aba•ntee-
1em, it would take them over five and a halt years to gra-
duate, by which time Macfadden would have a nicely' de-
veloped piece or real estate.73 Th paf1ng patienta 
were no happier; th"ey were charged eighteen dollars a week 
for board, and then imaed1stely given a week's fast "tor 
their healtb."74 
In one or its characteristic crusades the~~ 
World sent a reporter to 1nveet1gat,e. He stayed at the 
community for several days, and then wrote a story accusing 
Macfadden of "skinning" the patients and allowing 
immorality.75 Macfadden in tum accused the world,~ 
newspaper men 1n general, of seeking sensat1onal1sm. The · 
community's residents, he claimed, W-. abbrerte.ted, but 
not 1mmoral, clot.hes and bathing su1ta.76 He filed suit 
72wood, 2R.• ~., P• 112; Robert Lewie Taylor,. 
"Profiles," The Hew Yorltpr, 26:37, October 28, 1950. 
73 ~ Taylor, 12£•--£ili Villard, im• ill•, P• 395. 
74"Professor-Prophet Acquires Another sanator1ua," 
Neweweu, 5:28, June 29, 1935. 
75~. 
76Bernarr Macfadden, "Physical culture 01ty 
Criticized," Ph.ys1cal Cultur., XVI:215-18, August 1906. 
.. 
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against the World ror :fifty thousand dolls.rs and lost. 
Within a few months Physical Culture C1ty collapsed.TT 
Never content to remain inactive :for long, Kacfadden 
bec~me engaged in other act1vities. He started a series of 
restaurants ih New York which sold various health foods for 
a peney a serving. Originally startag as a charitable 
~~ 
venture to aid the Jobless, the r staure.nte surprisingly 
turned out fairly pro:fitable.78 He started another 
sanitarium in Battle Creek, M1ch.1gan, but later moved 1t 
to Chioago.79 
In the latter part of 1912, feeling 1t was time for 
a vao&&ion, he left his assistant, John Brennan, to assUlll8 
editorship or Ph,ysieol culture, and embarked tor another 
tour of England.~o He was publishing an English magazine, 
Pn,ys1cal Development, si 1lar to the American Ph.yelcal 
Oµlture, and to publicize this publication he decided to 
hold a contest for "Great Britain's Most Perfectly 
Developed Woman. 1181 -
78 Wood, 21?• c~., p. 113 
79Bernarr Macfadden, "My ritty Years of Physical 
Culture," Ph,ysical Culture, LXXI:67, April 1934; wood 
op. cit., P• 114. 
80aernarr Mac:fadden, "!(y Fifty Years or Phyelcal 
Culture," Ptqs1oal Culture, LXXII:83, July 1934. 
81wood, op. cit ., P• 115. 
• 
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The winn~r of the one-hundred-pound prize was a 
heft7, athletic nineteen-year-old girl named Mar:, 
Williamaon.82 She accompanied hi on hie tour of England, 
playing the star rol~ of springing from a high table and 
landing with both teet on his •tomach 1n his nightly 
delllllDSt.ratione.83 On March 5, 1913, after an acquaintance 
of less than two months, they were marr ied.84 
While in England, Mactadden founded a women's 
magazine, Beauty !ru!_ Health, similar to ita American 
counterpart. He also opened a sanitarium at Brighton, a 
seashore resort on the English Channei.85 
When the First World war broke out in El.trope, the 
Ma.cfaddena returned to America.86 In Physical Culture he 
began writing editorials calling for a "red-blooded peace" 
in an effort to Jolt the isolationists out of their 
lethargy. He decried a desire for peace at the cost ot 
appeasement and non-resistance, and preached preparedness 
8211 L1fe Wit.ha Gen1ua," Time 61·120 April fiA 195-z , • , au, J• 
83n,id. 
84-i«ary Macfadden and Emile G&uvreau, .2.J?• ill•, p.42. 
85aernarr Macfadden, "HJ" Fifty years or Physical 
Culture," Ph.ys&oal Culture, LXXII:85, July 1934. 
86Hary Ms.cfadden and Emile oauv.roau, 212• cit.,p.162. 
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for the possibility of American involvement in the war.87 
In 1918 Physical Culture took on a new large format 
which it retained for many years. By then it was attract-
i such auth~s as Upton Sinclair and George Bernard Shaw, 
and in later years featured contributions by Zane Grey, 
Caruso and even Mussolini . In 1919 the pr~ of the 
magazine went up to twenty cents. Ph.,ysical culture had 
by that time lost much of its earlier radicalism but none 
of its sensationalism. 
87.Bernarr Macfadden. "Red Blooded Peaoe," Physical 
~lture, XXXVII(~9-lfl, April , 1917: Bernarr Macfadden. 
Dangers Ahead ? Who Knows ? Prepare!~!", Physical Culture, 
XXXYII:1, April 1917. 
CHAPTER V 
m TRUE-sToRX aoNANZA 
The d1scoveey of the "Wasetown" audience. Not until 
1919 did Macfadden discover that a cheaply-produced 
sensational publication appealing to the servant girl, 
bootblack and factory worker public is sure to be t1nanc1ally 
successtul. 1 In response to letters "ao poignant, eo real 
ao unlike other stories" sent by readers of Ph.,ysioal 
OUlture, 2 True-Story Magazine appeared 1n March 1919.3 
Subtitled "Truth is Stranger Than F1ot1on" , the magazine 
- -
set out to prove Macfadden•s cgntent1on that everyone baa 
a dramatic, absorbing real•life story to tell. 4 
Claiming that the writers of most of the stories 
would be influenced "by a high moral purpose, "Maof'adden 
-
wrote in the first issue: "we • •• hope that (true-Stoa) 
... 
will assist 1n building the right sort of principles, add 
strength to your character and force and stability to your 
111Professor-Prophet Acquires Another sanatorium," 
ewsweek. 5:28, June 29, 1935; Henry F. Pringle1 Big Fro~s, 
Bew Yor: Kacy-Masius - The Vanguard Press, 192~), p. tr. 
2"Professor-Prophet Acquires Another Sanatoriu ," 
ill• ill• 
3see •igure 2. 
4Graoe Perkins OUrsler, Chats fil!l 2 Maotadden 
Family, (New York: Lewis Copeland Company, Inc., 1929), 
P• 2. 
'lo 

lJ.fe purposea.•5 
To preserve the tolltsy appeal, the quality or a 
•great outpouring or hwaan experienoe, 06 Maoradden hired 
-~ ;nly common peop~• tor the ed1 torial boa.rd, barbers, 
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salesgirls, plumbers, elevator operators, cooks, house-
maids, of'r1oe boys, ohaut;teurs, housewives, Janitors, _the 
' 
men a.nd women representillg the mental strata tor which the 
magazine was written. It is said that one editor was tired 
for attending elassee at the Oolabia University School ot 
Journalism and another ror taking a short-ator,r writing 
correspondence ooursee7 
True-Storz offered a thousand doll.are 1b:l.r each 
month\ best story 1n addition to a fitty-thou.aand dollar 
yearly prize. From seventy to one hundred thousand 
manuscripts began to flood in year1,y.8 'l'h• magazine 
preferred the oonf'esa1ons of common people to those or 
celebrities •. llo rewrite men were used; Naot'adden felt that 
5nwtiy the i'rue-Stor,r Magazine 1a 1 D1t'ferent, '" TNe-Stor,y; Magazine, I:}, March 1919. -
_ 
6•xaot'addenl 'A Lowly Crusader' Reviews His Ufe, 1n !Vo Parts," Newsweek, 6:31, December 14, 1935. 
7Prinsle, 22• oM_•, P• 129; Alva Johnston, "Th• Great Mactadden." Satu ay Even1pg l2,!!!, 21,:9, JUne 28, 1941. ~ 
8 Theodore Peterson, Ma~zines in the Twentieth Century. (Urbana, Illinois: e unlveriii;"'""of Ill1no1s Preas, 1956), P• 277. 
l 
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the readers mwst tell their own stories in t heir own 
words. 9 Only spelling and s eri ou3 g r a. Il ia ti 3.l ~r rors W3re 
Qorrected . 10 Ea.c h story went ~hrou h t eh nds of t bree, 
four and even five re ~ers before it reac hed Editor John 
Brennan. All stories meet i ng w1th toe readers' a ppr va l 
11 
were ~1ven to · 3.cfadden for final a ction . . 
Of t he first 1ss a aocu t ne hundred th sand cop ies 
were printed and ~bout sixty th uea nd s ld, an average 
first-issue sale at th~t t 1me.12 True -Story a s produced 
so chea ly it probably could hav e been prcfitably s old at 
ten cents a copy, 13 but acfadden s hrewdly priced t he pulp 
at twenty cent a , and later twenty-five. 
It wa s Brennan ' s i dea t use p hot e r s to il lus-
trate t he mag z ine; t bo1;gh t he i dea was not new, True -Story 
became t e first national publ i ca t ion succ e ss fully to use 
this method of i l lustration.14 The f i rst m de l s f · r t he 
9Ha r ol d Brainerd Hersey, !Y pw 
Frederick • Stokes Company, 1937, p . 
cit. 
10 Prin le, £m . ~-, p . 129. 
11 8 Hersey, .QI2. ill-, pp . 216-1 
· r, (New York: 
2 2 ; J ohns t on, loo. 
12Ful ton Oural ~r, The~ Story .Q.! Bernarr 
.iac!adden, (New York : Lew is Copeland C ·mpany , 1929) , pp. 222, 
223. 
13Johnston, .QJ2 • .Q.ll., p . 9. 
1411 A Colorful Publishing Career, 11 :Printers' Ink. 
253:82, October 21, 1955 . 
~ 
13 , .. ') 
picture• were members of Brennan's fam_ii,-. 15 Later models 
included Norma Shearer. Fredric March. Anita Louise, Madge 
Evans and Jean Arthur.f6 
As I!:Y!_-Story'a c1roulat1on grew. 1t was turned into 
aamoo\h-paper magazine. This elaboration. one writer 
believes, may have been the turning poil!t in the magazine's 
career; aa a pulp it might not have won the loyalty of big 
advertisers nor the lar e reading public 1t came to hold. 17 
Such stories u 11 Tb.• Price of One Girl's Folly• nl8 
"The Fate of a Flirt, 11 i9 "The other woman and h1a w1r;, 1120 
"A Scarlet Woman's He;rt"2l and "A woman's Good Name"22 
~ - -
made ~-Story's c1roulat1on grow at an amaz1na rate until 
br 1926 it had reached over two million copies monthly'• 23 
15Fulton OUraler, 22• ill•, P• 221. 
16Robert Lewis Taylor, "Prpfilea," The !!!!. Yorker, 
26:42,43, October 28, 1950. 
17Hersey, gp_. cit., p. 205. 
18~-stoa Magazine, II:41-4, March 1920. 
19True-Storz .Ma6,!Z1ne, II:72, May 1920 • 
20rrue-Stor,: Masaz1ne, II:13-16, June 1920. 
21:rrue-Stoa Ma5azine, VI:48,66, Februar:, 1922. 
22True-Stor, Ma5azine, VIII:17-20, 123-27, June 1923•. 
23Johnston, loo. cit. 
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eta en's eucoe• in 
diaoov ring such a large, previou l.y un :xploited atre.tum or 
read ra spurred him on ton w publishing enterpriaea, non• 
or wh.ioh, howev , ever oaae close to attaining the euooeaa 
ot True torr. 
On Februal'1 12, 1921, h a tarted Movie 'I kl,Y, a 
ten-cent agaz1ne devoted to 1nt1 te glifip • or ov1e 
stars. 
Th great wave ot selt-i prov nt th t swept over 
A rio 1n th rl.y twentiea24 inspired Mactadden to start 
publi h1ng Jational Piotor1 l Bra1.p Power onthl,t 1n 
S pte ber 1921. Thie celeb-~ity- d tw nty-t1Ye cent 
a azirw, devot d •entirely to ana and ethoda ot 
d veloping ental tt 1ml nta,•25 included tor1ea uch aa 
"How Lillian Gish Learn d to C~noentre.te"26 and NEdiaon: 
. -
The n Who Never wo.nce,"27 aa well a• art.icles on Sarah 
Bemh&rdt, Th odore Rooeev lt and H D1'7 ord.. Aleo 
24Ibid., P• 90. 
25Georse Willi• Wilder, "Funda ntal Principles 1n 
Brain Develop ent," io l Pictori l ~.rain fower ont 
l:il, pteaber 19 1. 
261 rth& rkhur t, a:.-.:.:-.:.::;;;,_ 4!1otori 
1;13, 58, Febru&J'1 1922. 
27 a1nvright Ev na, .............. .......,. ... f1ctori &K-.a...--• I: 13•15, 54-56, Januar,- 2. r 
, 
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included in the magazine were the ever-present serial 
stories and a contest offering one thousand 4ollars 1n 
~ 
prizes tor the best stories wpul.eating with the spirit or 
achievement."28 
-In February 1922 the magazine's title was changed to 
National Pictorial MontblY. An editorial claimed that the 
rea,on for the change was that the former title suggested a 
"heavy, technical, scholastic publication, 1129 but probabl3 
-
nothing could have been further from the truth. The main 
reason the magazine was floundering was because the title 
was subjected to public ridicule; being seen with a copy 
of Brain Power was tantamount to an adm1as1on of ,eeble-
mindedness.~0 
That same month Macfadden again tried to start a 
companion ~gazine to Physical Culture ror ~om!_~• The 
Intimate Magazine 2! Beauty~ Health, however, lasted 
only four months, and 1n June merged with Physical culture. 
His next publication was Midnight, a sle•a,, sex-
ridden weekly which made 1ts appearance August 19. A 
28"one Thousand Dollars ,.n Pr1zea," National 
P1ctor1al_Bra1n Power Monthl,I. I:13, September 1921. 
29aernarr Mactadden, "our Name was Too Heavy," 
Nation&~ Pictorial Monthly, I:11, February 1922. 
30Johnston, !29.• ill•· 
typical example of Mi dnight's style was the October 14 ~ 
issue, featuring a neaz-naked girl on the cover together 
with the name of a clergyman who had unw1tt1ngl.J contri-
buted an article to the magaJ1ne. Other stories 1nclud6tt 
t-,. , 
1n that issue were .. IAst Call tor Thrills" a~ "Don't 
-Monkey With the Women. " After two years of publication. 
-the profitable weekly was discontinued upon complaint of 
the New York Society for the Suppression of Vice.31 
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Meanwhile, in September 1922, National Pictorial 
Honthlf once again udderwent a title change, this time 
becoming l(at1onal Brain rower MonthlY, but the attempt to 
rejuvenate the dying magazine w-as 1n vain. That same month 
Jlacfadden etarte<l Beautify.l womanhood, a twenty-five cent 
publication similar to The Intimate Magazine of Beauty !m 
Health.. Devoted to "secrets that are essential to bring out 
feminine beauty in ail its most appealing charm,"32 the me.g-
~zine became smaller the next year and its price was cut to 
ten cents, but 1t never became successful. Its name, as 
that of Brain Power, was ridiculed; on],}! the homel.7 could 
31Johnston, loc. cit. 
32BerDarr Macfadden, "our Message to Women," 
:Bttaut1ful Womanhood, I:9, September 1922. 
" 
.. 
possibly have any use for it •. Both Brain Power and 
Beautiful womanhood per1she4. in ._, 1924 • 
.,. 
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Kaofadden starte~he year 1923 by buying 
Metropolitan, a "class''. fiction publication that sold tor 
twenty-five cent;, in Januar,r.33 He promised the readers 
fiction articles that would be "upl1tt1ng, inspirational, 
construotiv ,"34 but even such names as Theodore Dreiser, 
-Carl Sandburg, Ben Hecht and Sir Arthur Conan Doyle 
contributing their talents to M1tropolitan could not put 
the failing publication on~ t1rm footing. 
Later that year, as True-StO£!: became 1noreas1ngl7 
successful, Hacfadden shrewdly decided to publish competing 
magazines before too many other publiahera got the same 
idea •. In September he started~ Romances, which sold 
out its first isaue.35 The magazine, claiaing to be the 
"Salvation ArrllY of the magazine world," promised that it 
would be nguided by high ideals" and t hat every story would 
"carry a clean, wholesome, uplifting lesson. 1136 As was so 
33the_ N1w ~ Times, 22:3, January 14, 1923. 
3411A IJ.ttle of the Past and a Big Promise for the 
Future," -Metropolitan, LVI:6, February-March 1923. 
~~ulton oursler, 21?.• ill•• P• 232. 
36sernarr Mactadden, "An Inspiration and a Guide," 
~ Ro ancea, Iz9, September 1923. 
.. 
r· 
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often the case with Mactadden•a publioationa, uplift 
combined _e&~ily with dollars. 
'lO otteet some of the criticism aimed at .IA:!:!!-Sto17 
and its sister publications, Hacfadden asked a m1n1~ter1al 
board compos.ed of act1 ve clergy to review each accepted 
story before it appeared in print and delete any words or 
passages that might be considered 1n bad taste. Maofadden 
also printed a column or dozens of letters from clergyment 
throughout the nation., praising the "uplif't.1ng influence" 
ot llu-§tor,: ~ , 
In November 1923 Macfadden started Dance Lovera 
Magazine, a twenty-five cent smooth-paper publication about 
dancing 4nd dancers. "Dancing will help to keep you young"37 
became the theme of the magazine. Besides the usual 
aerials the magazine soon ran a contest off ering one 
thousand dollars tor the best new dance step.38 
Another imitation ot ~-Stor:,:, titled Dream World; 
Into :!Jl! ~ 2! 1&.!!!, !,!!g Romance, appeared February 1924, 
continuing in later months under varying subtitles. Thia 
37Bernarr Mactadden, "Retain Your Youth Through 
Danc1ng,"Dapoe I.overs Ma5azine, 1:5, November 1923. 
38"An Op-port.unity to Win Fa.me and ll,OOO.OO!", Da.nce 
Lovers Magazine, 2 :12, 13, July 1924 •. 
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twenty-five cent publication promised it would try to add 
"to the sum total of human happiness. 11 39 "we want to 
- -
enthrall you with clean, beautiful love stories." Macfadden 
wrote. 40 
The following month saw the appearance of Muscle 
Builder, a fifteen-cent publication which showed readers 
how to get extraordinary physiques and strenghhhthrough 
weight-lifting and exercise. 
Two months later, with the demise of Brain Power and 
Beautiful Womanhood, Macfadden boldly started a new 
magazine. a specialized true-story publication devoted to 
articles on crimes. This twenty-five cent magazine,~ 
Detective Mysteries,- boasted of photographs of real 
criminals, murder weapons and scenes of crimes. 
Meanwhile, etropol1 tan vas continually running 1n 
the red. In October, in a last attempt to bring it back to 
life, Macfadden renamed it Fiction wver's Magazine. It 
beoam an all-fiction publication specializing 1n "stories 
tha t ••• throb with the elemental foi"ces of life:."41 
Tha t same month Macfadden started Radio Stories, a 
publication on radio personalities and programs. 
t 
39Bernarr Macfadden. 11 Into the Dreamy World or 
Romance," Dream World; Into the Land or wve and aomanoe, 
1:11, February 1924. - - - - - -
40Ibid. 
41Bernarr Macfadden, "We Make our Bow to the Public," 
Fiction Lover's Magazine, LX:ll, October 1924. 
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Three months later Movie Weekl.y went up from ten to 
tirteen cents, but this was not enough to bring it out or 
t,he red; on September 26, 1925, the magazine folded. 
In February 1925 Mactadden started another~-
Stoey imitator titled Modern Marriage Problems. 
t, 
As these experimental Macfadden magazines pecame 
more numerous, some proving unprofitable and being d.1s-
oont1nued while others round a new and auf'f1o1ently large 
segment of magazine readers to become successful, rival 
publishers w•re becoming interested. Macfadden was 
flooding the newsstands with his publications,~ Love~s, 
Dr, Rockwell's Mustard Plaster, Midnight.~MYatery Stories, 
True froposals, Truv Ghost Stor!es, Sport Life, True Radio 
Talea. Virtually every month a new publication was being 
started. 
Many competing publishers decl1ded to try to get a 
share or the profits. !!:!!!-Story became the most copied of 
all the Macfadden publications, but the imitators were only 
moderately successful. one pulp editor, it 1a said, hired 
sales girls from a department store to hack out "true 
stories" 1n the Wagetown style; the girls, however, took 
studio apartments, became literary-minded and spoiled 
everyth1ng.42 
42Har..land Manchester, "true Stories," 8or1bner•a 
Magazine, 104:26, August 1938. 
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Meanwhile Radio s+ori•s died 1n May 1925, Jut seven 
"~ 
months after it had appeared. Rep~c1rig tne casualty that 
month was l2Y.£ Q!!:; a Magazine ot Romance, ~ and Fiction, 
a twenty-five cent publication wqich promised "romance 1n 
its associations with the automobile, 1143 but reached a dead 
end after five months. 
In August 1925 Metropolitan, 1n spite of' its change 
of title and policy, was discontinued. 
In November Danae Lovers Magazine became The Dance 
Magazine; the price went tq> to thirty-five cents and the 
format was improved by the use of glossy art-finished 
paper. At the same time, Q!fil ~ ~ !i2.!!!_ appeared. This 
twenty-five cent smooth-paper ma gazine specialized in 
articles on house and garden care and economy, furnishing, 
selecting plots of' land, and household and cooking hints~ 
The following month marked the beginning of still 
another True-Stoi:x imitator,~ @5Per1encea; ~ Stories 
of ,Y:!! and~. Thia twenty-five cent magazine's olaia 
-
to being educational lay in the belief that "a true story 
~ 
••• 1s a rich field tor the at t ainment of 4•p•nd.abl 
knowledge."4-4 
4
~ernarr Macfadden, "The Road to Romance," Your 
car; A Magazine 2! Romance, gaot ~ Fiotion, I:5, May ms.-
44-aernarr Macfadden, "Experience - Greatest ot 
Teachers," True Experiences;!!:!!,! Stories .5!!: ~ ~ ~, 
I;5, Deceaberl.925. 
A lean year !or Macfadden came 1n 1926. ln Juq 
Hgscle Builder was discontinued. 
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The year 1927, however, started off e'lfent!ully when 
halt a million dollars in libel suits were tiled against 
Macfadden Publioationa .45 The author ot one of the storie■ 
appearing in the January issue of' Im,_.-Stor,r had used the 
uames or eight men and women actually living 1n Scranton, 
Pennsylvania, describing them aa ahallow booze-hounds and 
illicit-love a.kers. 46 From then on each contributor had 
to sign an affidavit that the story he wrote was true and 
t hat all names and places h&d been altered. This state-
ment also had to be accomp&n1ed by several character 
ref'erenoes.47 
ID March 1927 Qm Your Q!!!! Home shortened its title 
to Your l!2P!! 1n order to attract present home owners as 
well ae the prospective ones.48 
Air Stories, devoted to aerial adventure, was 
started 1n August 1927, followed by FlYing Stories, a 
4511About ''l'he Revealing Kiss,'" Tru•-gtor,r M&5az1ne, 
XVI.: 140, March 1927 ; Pringle .21?,. ill• , p • 13 • 
46"The Revealing Kiaa,• ~-Sto17 Magazine, Xt/r 
28-30, 75,79, January 1927. ~ 
47oswald G&rr1aon Villard, •sex, Art, Truth,and 
Magazine■," Atlantic Monthl;(. 137: :,90, March 1926;: Taylor, 
22• ill•, P• 43. 
48 11special Notice,• Your !!2!!!., III:4, February 1927. 
similar pulp, 1n November 1911 • 
~ Stre.ng1 Stories started 1n March 1929, followed 
tour months later by Model Airplane Neva, a magazine tor ~ -- --
t~e aviat1on-eonso1ous youth or that t1lll•• Appearing 
toward the beginning of the model-building craze, this 
fifteen-cent publication contained aviatiln stories, 
ee~ials, contests, pictures of mo~ls, and blueprints. 
Encouraged by the success or Tru~ Detective s-
teriea, Macfadden put out~ Mastor Detective, a magazine 
similar 1n contents and format to l£Y.! Detect~ve, 1n 
September 1929. 
The next month~ Strane;,e Stories became Strange 
Storie& . In January 1930 Model Airplane ~wa also 
underwent a change in title, becoming J\lnior Mechanics _!!!A 
Model Airplane News, and exactl,y one year later, changed 
again, this time to Model Airplane News~ Junior Mechanics. 
In September 1930 FlY1.ng Stories was absorbed into 
Air Stories. l2YJ: ~ perished 1n MarQb 1931. 
Early the following month Macfadden acquired 
Liberty, a five-cent weekly pulp which publish d general 
anticlea and fiction. This magazine giant, thi~ highest 
1n circulation, claimed over two and a halt million 
average net paid copies a week, but publishers Joseph 
84 
Medill Patterson and Robert Rutherford McCormick could 
not make it pay. However, under the editorship of Fulton 
ouraler, Ubert,..Y, wae soon operating in the black.49 
November 1931 ■aw the birth of Movie Mirror, a ten-
c8llt magazine specializing in intimate glimpses or 
HolJ.y: ood personalities, and~ Mirror, another In!!-
Stor;y 1mi ta tor. 
The following month The Dance Magazine was 
discontinued. 
In May 1932 True Experiences was suspended, but 1t 
reappeared 1n the following November. 
In October of that year an unusual alliance w4C 
formed, resulting 1n the birth of a magazine on baby care . 
With Mrs . Franklin D. Roosevelt the editor and her daughter 
Anna Roosevelt Dall the associate editor, Kacfadden 
published his newest brainstorm, Bable_!,~ Babies. une 
source contends tnat cfadden's main objective 1n starting 
Babies was to influence President ttoosevelt to appoint him 
Secretary of H8alth, 50 a pos1 tion 1n which he had previousi_r 
1936 . 
49"Hac!adden'e F&llliJ.y, .. 4ime, 28:45, September 21, 
50xar, Macfadden and Emile Gauvreau, Dwlbbelll and 
Carrot Strips: The Story of Bernarr Macfadden, (H w Yorli: 
H•nr;r Holt and Company, 19~), pp~ 299, 300. 
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expressed interest in a newapaper editor1a1.51 However, 
the title of the glossy-papered fifteen-cent magazine 
caused much amusement •. Mac!adden, accustomed to ridicule, 
was unperturbed by the horselaughs, but they proved 
disconcerting to the First I.a~. She resigned her 
editorship after eight months and the publ1cat1ot?>was 
dlscontinued.52 
In January 1933, .liiQl:! Mirror,oomb1ned with ~ 
Experiences. That November marked the appearance ot Radio 
Mirror. another ten-cent magazine glamourizing radio 
personalitiee and programs. 
American Detective, still another twenty-five cent 
imitator of .I!::!:!!_ Det~ctive MYsteries, made its debut in 
May 1934. 
In October of the same year Macfadden bought the 
late James R. Quirk's Shadowplay and the handsome glossy 
motion-picture magazine Photoplay.53 The latter 
immediately lost circulation but continued to make money.54 
51Bernarr Macfadden, "This Nation Need.13 a Secretary 
of Health in the Cabinet and-He lhoul d Be Bon-Medical," 
~ ~ - Evenipg Gre.ph1c, 4:28, June 11, 1928. 
52Johnston, loc. cit. 
53 11 Mactadden's Fam1ly t '' 12£• ill•: .1hl Bu.~ 
Times, 21:1, October 24, 19'4• 
S411 Mactadden'e Family," loo. ill• 
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~ 1935 Macfadden .Publications had readhed a total 
circulation of 7,355,000, the greatest in the magazbe field~5 
In .March 1935 Famous Detective Cases, still another 
imitator or!£!:!.! Detective, appeared. It was, however, 
absorbed b7 True Detective in October 1936: American 
Detective was absorbed, also by~ Detective, 1n December 
1938. 
nMactadden Publications chan5es hands. Up to this 
time Macfadden Publications had been a highly profitable 
concern.56 Even though many of the experimental publica-
tions were unsuccessful, the several successful ones, the 
most prominent of which was !!:Y,!-Storz,olear1ng, according 
to Macfadden, from three to four million dollars yearly 1n 
its greatest period,57 paid tor the failures and still 
brought back a handsome profit. However, 1n the late 
thirties, Macfadden Publications began running 1n the red. 
The 1938 deficit was two hundred thousand dollars, and 1n 
1940 the concern lost over halt a million dollars.58 
55Taylor, 21?.• ill•, p. lf.'f.. 
S6peterson, 2R• ill•, P• 247. 
57 Johns ton, ~. ill•, P • 9 • 
S8Peterson, ~ ill• 
" 
it 
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Macfadden kept pulling strings in en attempt to 
bolster hie failir\g publications. In January 1939 
Dreamworld changed to True Stories of~ and Roma.nee, and 
1n April chan5ed again to !!:Y.! ~ !!E, Romance. In March 
1939 he started XQY.!: Faith: }m. ~.Ia.God,, a fifteen-
cent pamphlet-size magazine without illustrations~ 
emphasizing the healing power of prayer. This publication 
lasted only until July 1940. Radio Mirror changed to 
Radio ~ Television Mirror in August 1939. Love Mirror 
was absorbed four months l a ter by True Experiences. 
Photoplay and Movie t1rror merged, becoming Photoplaj 
Combined with Movie Mirror, and the price was reduced to 
ten cents. 3ut Macfadden 's strategy was to no avail, and 
his magazine empire kept going downhill •. 
To make matters worse, he began having trouble with 
his stockholders. He had been running his enterprises 
without regard to some of the niceties of corporation law; 
his magazines had been paying eor his health projects~ 
political activities and a host of other unrelated 
promotions •. These actions caused no comment in the earlier 
days of prosperity, but the loss of revenue from the 
depression and from inereasing competition provoked much 
cr1t1cis. Suits were filed 1n 1940, demanding payment of 
12,900,000 lost on one of Macfadden's newspapers and 
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between thl-ee and four m1111on dollars alleged to have been 
used for various ph1lanthrop1o and personal aot1v1t1ea.59 
On February Z,, 1941, Macfadden SW"Priaed all but 
the publishing world by announcing that he was giving up 
the presidsn-01 of Maofadden Publications.60 "Having reached 
the age of seventy-three yeara, 11 he said, "and finding that 
my (health enterprises) are demanding more and more of -rq 
time and attention, I have decided to relinquish control of 
Maofadden Publications, Inc. 11 61 
-Four printing and supply houses, CUneo Preas, w. F. 
Hall Printing Company, Kimberly Clark Paper Oompaey and 
West Virginia Pulp and Paper Compaey, advanced the money 
so that a group of management employees, including Orr Jay 
Elder and Fulton OUrsler, could buy the property. These 
four companies were represented on the board of directors 
1n return ror_·tbeir advance. Elder became president and 
publisher, but Macfadden continued as editorial consult.ant. 
The claims of stockholders were satisfied when Macfadden 
agreed, in order to avoid litigation, to repay 1300,000 or 
the 1600,000 he had received for his publications and to 
59Johnaton, nn. cit., p. 92; Peterson on. oit., p. 243. .:.c. - .:. -
60 
"Maofadden Steps Down," Newsweek, 17:59, March 10, 
1941: ~ -lid~ Times, 15:2,~F•bruary 28, 1941. 
61.rhe New !2£! Times, J&s.• ill• 
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return 22,000 ah.area ot Maotadden preterred stock tor can-
cellation.62 
A curioua situation was uncovered after the new 
management ot Maotadden Publications beg~ cleaning house. 
Rarely does any large publishing company pad 1 ta circulation 
f1gurea, the basis on which adver.tiaing 1a sold; but after 
several weeks the new publishers round that Mac!adden had 
non• Just that. It was discovered th.at ~-Storz sales 
had been falsified by an avarage ot over seventy-six and a 
half thousand copies and Uberu; by over twenty-one thousand. 
When tltteen-cent True~!£rZ's sales began slipping to 
competing ten-cent publications, Macradden began offering 
bonuses to distributors tor keeping up sales quotas. These 
bo~uses were scaled in such a way that it was made profitable 
for distributors to "eat," or destroy, unsold copies. The 
-
new management admitted these facts to the advertisers an:i 
made retunda. 63 
In the meantim, Macfadden had been writing editor-
ials and articles for the Macfadden magazines, but as the 
months went by, fewer and !ewer of hie contributions reached 
"62~.; Peterson,~• ill•, p.71; "Kacfadden Steps 
Down. ill• £!!.; Johnston, loc. cit.; .!!!!~New York Times, 
12£. ill• 
6311scandal 1n Circulation," I,ly, 37 :61, Kay 12, 
1941; Peterson,~- cit., p. 28. 
print. While Macfadden was gradually being eased out of 
the picture, many of hie former publ1cat1ona were 
undergoing drastic changes in policy and format. 
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CHAPTER VI 
"NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH" 
The beginning ot the Graphic. Early 1n 1924 
Macfadden bought the old plant and ~u1pmen ~c.<r the New 
-
~ .&xenins Mail. 1 Rumors began to circulate that 
he was about to publish an evening newspaper, and indeed 
he was preparing to do Just that. 
H1s magazines had b7 this time proved succeastul 
enoagh to finance such an expensive venture. After a 
series or d1acuas1ona with hie managerial staff, Mact&dden 
decided on the naae Evenipg Graphic. 
In early September, Just a few days before the 
paper vas scheduled to appear, M&ctadden ran into a legal 
snag 1n the form ot an 1nJunot1on to atop selling Graphic 
stock, unauthorized by the Illinois Seour1t1es Act, 1n that 
state.3 Later, hovever, the 1nJunct1on was lltted.4 
On September 15, 1924, according to one writer the 
1clement wood, Bernarr Macfadden: A Siu~ .!!! 
Succeaa, (Nev York: I.Atwis Copeland Compan;J, 9 9), P• 123. 
2Bobert Lewis Taylor, "Profiles," The New Yorker, 
26:44, October 28 , 1950. - -
3The !!!.. !.2£! Times, 36 :3, September 10, 1924. 
4Bernarr Maofadden, fla1n Speech 231 ~ !Iblio Insult, {New York: Macfadden Publications, Inc.), p. l. 
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"blackest day 1n the history of American Journal1s ,"5 the 
-
,!!!! York Evening Graphic. a two-cent dally tabloid, 
appeared. 
Here was a tabloid to end all tabloids, special~zing 
1n large black headlines and sordid pictures; described by 
one writer as New York's "most blatantly sensational 
tabloid newspaper in an ere. of blatant senaationallam,"6 
the Graphic soon won the nick.name "the Pornographic.•7 · 
~ -
The f1rst issue announced to its readera tnat th• 
Graphic hoped to become the "great defender ot American 
inst1tutions."8 It went on to say: 
••• we intend to make thia newspaper instructive, 
upbuilding, 1nsp1.ring, whenever possible. 
We want to be recognized as one ot the ••• common 
people ••• 
We are Just nice plain folks. 
We intend to interest you mightily. We 1nteddoto 
dramatize and sensationalize the newa and some stories 
that are not new. 
But we do not want a single dull line to appear 1n 
this newspaper • •• 
We want this newspaper to be human, first, last, and 
all the time. We want it to throb with those life 
5traylor, fil• cit. 
· 
6rheodore Peterson, Me.~zinea 1a the Twentieth 
Oentua:, (Urbana, Ill1no1a: Te unlversiryot Illinois 
Press, 1956}, p. 243. 
7~. 
8"olad to Meet You," 1!!! ~ Evening Gre.phio, I, 
September 15, 1924. 
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toroes that till lite with Joyous delight.9 
Following this editorial was the Graphio's platform, 
tilting its lance at intolerance, government oensorsh1p, 
bu•lness and political tavoritism and gratt, aS""~ell as 
erusad1ng for improved subway service, a bridge across the 
Hu4son R1ver to New Jersey, registration or al1ena, 
compulsory suffrage with a tine tor violators, voting by 
mail, automatic annulment or laws inactive for two or 
more years and protection of commuters from the policy of 
railroad companies requiring photographs and ,.other 
inconvenient methods of identification."10 The last point 
~ 
probably stemmed from Maofadden' a long-standing grudge 
against the Pennsylvania Railroad Compa~ following the 
controversy over naming the railroad station at Physical 
Culture City. 
Th@ appearance of the Graphic suddenly made the 
tabloid a· public issue. Its "personal" reporting, the 
moralizing and editorializing of news, its sensational 
headlines and photography all comgined to stir \.lP a host 
9"we Are of the People," New York Evening Graphic, I, 
September 15, 1924. ~ 
10"our Platform," New York Eyening Graphic, I,. 
Septeaber- 15, 1924. 
.. -
or hostile or1t1ca.11 
Haofadden's hope or making his newspaper different 
rrom others was undeniably realized; with his magazine 
temperament he created 1n the Graphic a daily magazine, 
containing an abundance of magazine features, special 
articles, cont•ata, short stories, aerials and illustrations. 
Even in treatment of news the magazine technique was 
evident. 12 
The newspaper began under the editorship of Emile 
oauvreau and was staffed bJ sixty editors and writere.13 
Macfadden, in keeping with hie preference for amateurs, 
hi red rustic rather than etropol1tan Journalieta.14 
Ear~ 1n the oraphio's career, Mactadden stated: 
"You have to dramatize the news and features that you 
.. 
present in such a manner as will not only interest your 
readers but will have an ttPli(ting influence , mentally, 
morally, and sp1ri tually. 11 15 
Displaying the motto "Nothing But the Truth" on each 
11Fulton oursler, The Trui Sjorz of Bernarr 
Hacfadden, (New York: LewlaCope an Company, 1929), P• 
242. 
12 "Mr. Hact"a.dden Defines Newa," New Republic, 40: 
133-35, October 8, 192~. 
l3 11 we Are of The People", loc, ill• 
14i1va Johnston, "The o~at Maefadden," Saturday 
EVening f2!1, 213:91, June 28, 1941. 
15Taylor, loo • .ill• 
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!ront page, the graphic emphasized stories on suicide, 
divorce, crime, marital bed.room scenes and scandals and 
sex deviation. The tabloid's special vocabulary consisted 
ot such W<?rds and phrases fl& "love tryst," "shiek, .. 
-
"prince," "scandal, 11 "love nest,•• "love child, 11 "intimate," 
-
"love-crazy," "orgy," "vice-girl." 
. 
Front page headlines included such masterpieces as 
"Torch Fiend in New Letter Def'ies Police .. 16 and "Boy 
Slayer's 'Loves' Sought."17 
on the second day of its existence the Graphic 
printed the headline, "Poor Boy, 19, Facing Noose, Cries 
Must I Die When Rich K1llera Get U.e."18 Opposed to 
-
capital punishment, the Graphic continually sought clemency 
for poor youthful killers, citing the Loeb-X.opold case 
where the two rich rde r era get life 1 pr1sonment. 
An average week selected at re.ndoa disclosed the 
following front page headlines: "Pretty Girl Has Three 
Hubbies"; "Cop Dying, 4 Bandits Shotr; "Heiress Penniless 
-
-
in Cell as Check and Jewel Crook."; "WhT Donohue Jewel Thier 
- -
Got Protection and 168,000"; "Donohue Oe Th1,~f Unknown"; 
161J.U York Eyen1ag Graphic, 4:1, Februar,r 'Z7, 1928. 
l7~ York Evening Graphic, 5:1,Novellber 5, 1928. 
18
.llaJL..I9.,m Evening Graphic, 1:1, September 16, 1924. 
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and "Inside Story of Coal Plot."19 
~ 
The tive-oent Saturday Graphic, described in 
advertisements as "vibrant with human interest, alive with 
action and beauty , " consisted of a rotogravu~e section 
~ 
devoted to scantily-clothed p1n""'l)ps and movie stars and 
a collection of features on various subjects. A typical 
Saturday Graphic story waa "criminals Are Made Bf the Food 
That They Ea.t as Children, 1120 which blamed cr1minal1t,y on 
white bread. 
on May 3, 1925, Mncfadden established the Sunday 
Graphic. In a circular he claimed that over a quarter or a 
million copies of the first issue had been sold, and that 
subsequent issues _had been so well received and widely 
circulated that the Sunday Graphic had scored a success 
unprecedented in American Journalism.21 The Sundaf 
Graphic, however, lasted only two months. In July it was 
stopped. Macfadden claimed that its success was its vovn 
downfall, that it was impossible to raise advertising rates 
to keep pace with t"ille increasing q~p:ulat1on.22 
19New Xork EVenipg Graphic, 2:1, October 14-20• 192S. 
2<>Flossie Zunser, New York Evening Graphic, 5:1!7, 
June 1, 1929. 
21 Oswald Garrison Villard, "sex, Art, Truth, an4 
Magazines," Atlantic Monthly, 137:396, March 1926. 
22*cfadden. 21?• cit., P• 12 
Wi ttun one year of 1 ts founding, the Gre.ph1o had 
acquired almost 100,000 readera.23 As circulation increased, 
the growth of new special departments and features kept 
pace, constantly usurping more and more space. The 1].y 
Physical Culture Page kept its readers aware of Maofadden's 
healt~ doctrines and was one of the major reasons why 
Maofadden entered the newspaper field. In the "Antics ot 
-Arabella," included on this page, health and physical 
-
culture were made more palatable for Graphic readers by a 
comic strip picturing two girls ere.eking old vaudeville 
quips while demonstrating various exercises. Other 
departments included "Your Numberscope," "ore.phic Shopper," 
"Fashion's Voice," "The woman Who Makes oood, 11 How to oet 
- -Your Man•" "Th• cutest Thing Baby Ever Said•" "our Daily 
- ... 
Sermon," "Gu1de to Charm~ "Getting Personal." "Your Hand-
- .. 
writing Analyzed," "Screenland - Music and the Stage," 
•Why I Blushed." and "Investment Bureau." 
- - -The Graphic also ran a lonely hearts column, spon-
spred &. lonely hearts bal1, 24 and launched "keyhole 
journal1s "by giving Ed Sullivan, Walter Winchell and 
-Louis Sobol thair start in Journalism. Sullivan wrote 
two columns, "Ed Sullivan Sees Broadway" and "Sport Whirl .• 
23v111ard, loc. cit. 
--
24••venua of 1928 1a Crowned Queen Before 15,000 at 
'Hearts• Ball," New x_m EVening Graphic, 4:21, September 
10., 1928. 
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Winchell's column, "Your Broadway and Mine," was later 
taken over by Sobol. 
A column written by "oene the Psychic" answered such 
. -
readers' questions as when and whom they would marry, 
whether their sweethearts were true and what special 
unknown talents they possessed. Those who did not believe 
1n Gene's powers had another department to appeal to, "Are 
You unhappily Wed? Ask Patricia Lee. She Will Solve Your 
Married Ufe Problems." 
. 
In the fiction department were daily stories and 
aerials reprinted from T~e-Stor,: Magazine. In spite ot 
the fact that .Macfadden had a string of mag zines ror which 
he had to write monthly editorials, he always found the 
time to write a daily editorial rar the Graphic, usually 
on some facet of successful courtship or marriage. His 
editorial fecundity was so great that he was known to 
dictate a month's supply of newspaper editorials within a 
few days before rushing off on a business trip abroad. 25 
Revival of the oompososral?h• In keepillg with the 
"see and believe" theory of news presentation, a vital 
instrument or tabloid Journalism, 26 the Graphic supplied 
25Henry F. Pringle, "Another American Phenomenon," 
World's .li2.r!£, 56:659, October 1928. _ 
26samuel Tenenbaum, "The Camera I.fJ&rns to Lie," The 
Hation. 124:633-34-, June 8, 1927. 
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its readers with an abundance ot illustrs.t1ons. The 
photographs were usually of criminals, movie celebrities 
or children, or sometimes of griet•stricken relatives of a 
murder or accident victim, accompanied by a maudlin account 
or their sorrow. The September 17, 1931, front page showed 
a photograph or a murder vict1a who had been fished out ot 
the sea; the body, its arms and legs still bound, was shown 
on a concrete slab being studied by detectives. 
A process revived and used frequently by the Graphic 
was the ancient fake type of illustration called the 
"composograph."2 7 This consisted of photographs or posed 
. 
models together with drawings, and often with faced ot well-
known persons grafted on vithout a complete breakdown of 
credits. 
After having played uP the Peaches Heenan Browning-
Edward w. (Daddy) Browning marital scandals for some time, 
the Qre,phio dramatized Peaches' celebrated annulment suit 
by running a front-page co posograph showing the plaintiff 
standing naked before the Jury box.28 The picture was a 
composite of a chorus girl's body and Peaches' head.29 
Public reaction to this picture was mixed. Over-
27Johnston, 12£• cit. 
28
~ York Even1ss ore..ph1o, 2:1, November 25, 1925. 
29raylor, 12£• ill• 
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night the Graphic had a quarter or a million temporary new 
readers. Editor t Publisher declared it was "the moat 
shocking news picture ever produced by New York Joumalism." 
evere.l communities barred the paper's eale.30 
Johns. Sumner, ever-vigilant successor or Anthony 
Comstock as head of the New York Society for the Suppression 
of Vice, brought charges against Macfadden and oa.uvreau 
for publishing pictures or "bloodshed, lust a.nd crime. ~2 
The Browning composogra.ph and several other pictures were 
produced in court aa ev1dence.32 Both men were held on 
one hundred dollars bail. but the court later dismissed 
t he charges, concluding no law was broken.33 
In October 1926 t e Graphic moved into a new eight-
story building in a deal involving approxilllatel,y four 
mil l ion dollara.34 
Meanwhile, to ma.ix, newsmen's surprise, the Graphic 
was not catcl11.ng on. In this tabloid Macfadden believed 
he had t he beginning of a chain of newspapers to rival 
that or William Randolph Hearst; 1t was expected that the 
30Ib1d., p. 44, 46. 
3~li!J!..Im.. Times, 31:6, April 26, 1927. 
32The Nev York Times, 15:5, June 16, 1927 ~ 
---
33'rne New York Times, 21:l, Jul.Y 2, 1927. 
---
3MThe New York 
---
Times, 21:4, October 22, 1926'• 
lOl 
Graphig w uld lose m nay the first few months until it 
beoame established, but a fter several ye re ofadden was 
still unable tc bring the tabl id up ut of the red. 35 
' Suob stories as •searc hed Europe in Vain for 
Doctor to Save Her Dog's Sight, 11 36 an article on a new 
"easy way 11 to oontrol birth through inoculation,37 countless 
writeup& of uendurance dances" nci a bathetic series of 
"spirit letters 11 from the deceased Rudolph Valentino had 
proved ineffective in attracting more readers. P'urther 
attempts to print "notbing but the truth" included a front 
page c mpoaograpb accompanying a sbi wreck story . In the 
bac1tsround a sinking ship was drawn in, and several peopl e 
were sh wn drowning in the rough sea; 1n the foreground a 
woman with an a oniza face ~~s clutc bing a child and 
trying to swim away whi le a leering, toothy shark , its 
head above the water, was preparing fer a eal . 38 
The Grapn1o even experimented tam orarily with 
perfumed ink,39 but its aensaticnal c ~1umns seemed to 
3511Macfadden'a Family," Im, 28:45, September 21, 
1936. 
3601adye 'alt n, Hu X2a jtyen1ng Grapb.19, 1110 
September 17, 1924. 
3711 soienoe Finds Easy ~ay to olve Control of Birth" , 
!ill !w Ev en1n5 orapl}\p, 1,2, April 15, 1931. 
38!ie X2J:k §vgning Grapnio, 5&1, November 15, 1928. 
39Personal communioat1on to the author from Edward 
Bodin, president of the Bernarr Macfadden Foundation. 
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s ell no sweeter • . 
ProbablJ' no American newspaper has the volume of 
l•g•ad about !t that the Gre.phic e911Jo1ed. Once, 1t 1s 
said, when a tip came 1n that the kidnapped Lindbergh baby 
lay buried in a Trenton cemetery, the editor sent his staff 
grave-robbing. Reporters spent the night p1clt.1.ng and 
shoveling, but they found no stor,y.40 
on July 8, 1929, Gauvreau resigned from hie 
editorship. His letter to Mactadden read in part: "I 
cannot continue aey longer as editor and publisher, as ve 
do not agree on essential and vital pol1c1ea."41 The 
following day he was replaced by Martin H. Weyrauch.42 
One biographer states that at this point Maofa.dden, 
"implacably determined to make the Graphic into a Jour.nal 
-
of real and laetillg influence," undertook personal super-
-
v1s1on of the tabloid, soon a.king 1t "vastly different 
tan when 1t sta rted" with .. oral emphasie" rather than 
" ere pandering to m~rb1d o~rioaity."43 
-
The new moral Graphio proved its reformation by 
printing such headlines as "Halt-Mad Bluebeard Taught Rites 
4-0•professor-Prophet Acquires Another Sanatoriu ," 
Newsweek, 5:28, June 29, 1935. 
41The New York Times, }4:7, JUly 9, 1929. 
---
42The !!! York Time , 45 :3, July 10, 192~. 
43ouraler, 22• .£.U., P• 255. 
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ot Sex to 115 Love-era.zed Women,"44 "2 01e 1n Voodoo C\l.lt 
Raid,"45 "Wild Village Orgy Wind; Up- in Girl's Bedroom 
Murde;, "46 "Gigolo• Conteases Torso turder; Paid b)' Sweetie, 11 47 
"Dad Sh~ota Nude Girl Beaoh Dancer"48 and •1 Ru1ned By Love 
Potion!• Says Girl 1n own Story of ~Her Mad- Revela."49 
-However, it soon became apparent to Kacfadden that 
the qra.phic's losses were becoming too high. Around the 
turn of the decade the tabloid showed a glimmer1ng of a 
promise that it might start running 1n the black, but the 
depression reached its worst stage a.nd advertisers began to 
drop ort.50 
on June 8, 1932, Maotadden announced a plan whereby 
he hoped to sell the fa111ng tabloid to his employees.51 
By paying ten per cent or 1,their salary the staff would have 
been ab:J, to complete pay ents 1n twelve and a half years. 
However, onl.:, five thousand dollara was collected, and the 
money was refunded. on Jul:, la petition 1n bankruptcy was 
~ York Eyen1n,g Graphic, 
451ax ~ Eyen1ng Gr&ph1o , 
46lialf. _Yor;k Evenipg Graphic, 
47.bll...IQU. Evening ore.ph1c, 
481o lm. Even1ng ore.ph1o, 
49lialt.. .xm Eyep1ns ore.ph1o, 
50aod1n, 12.2• .9.U. 
7:3, 
6:1, 
7:1, 
7:1, 
7:7, 
6:1, 
September l, 1931. 
March 5, 1930. 
September 8, 1931. 
June 6, 1931. 
JUne 8, 1931·. 
March 20, 1930. 
5l!J:uL. Bu.. mdr.. Ti ea, 3: 6, June 9, 1932 • 
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filed for the Graphic, which still owed $760,ooo. 52 
on July 7 the g.re.ph1o died quietly. Since it had 
begun, it had raced libel suits totalling seven million 
dollars, but had lost only 15,290 in Judgments and 
settlements. Its final circulation, sscond highest in 
the city's evening daily field, had re&ched 237,000, and 
it emploied 350 pareona.53 
Besides the Graphic, there were nine other dailies 
1h Mactadden I a newspaper stable.. !9,!_ New t.m, DailY 
Inves~ M!.!!!. was a wall Street tabloid bereft ot 
technicalities and for "popular" interest •. 54 Another 
~ 
tabloid published in New York was the Automo1Jive Daily 
News. The Philadelphia Daily News and the Detro1t. 1)8.ily 
ll!n were also tabloids, while the !!,!I Haven (Connecticut) 
Times-Union, m,.. ;fl1aaant (M1oh1gan) Daily Times, IAne1ng 
(Michigan) Capital~. )(Ja.ndotto (Michigan) Daily Record 
and Cfnt@DY1lla (Michigan) Daily !f!2 were all full-sized 
pap rs.?5 
Though these newspapers proved fantastically 
unprofitable, the biggest money~loser was the ore.phic. 
When someone suggested to Maofadden that the Graphic had 
52?.b.l, W!Jf_ ~ Times, 2:5, July 2, 1932. 
53~.; Th!, !ill ~ Times, 20: 2, Ju]J- 8, 1932. 
5~ tillL I,m Times, 41:4, March 28, 1929. 
55oursler, 12£_. ill• 
cost him a couple or million dollars, he crowed 
indignantly, "The Ore.phio lost between seven and eight 
million dolla~a."56 
"I damn near put the Mirror out or business," 
-
-
Macfadden said years later. "I would have, too, if J1l3.. 
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employees had been entirely loyal."57 Though he declined 
-
to amplify this cryptic comment,. h.e was probab]J' referring 
to the fact that, when it was announced that the Graphic 
had lost five million dollars within five years, Winchell 
and man, other employees took other Jobs. However, rather 
than being a question or disloyalty, it was probably more 
a fear of the inevitable demise or the Ore.phic which 
spurred them to look elsewhere before it was too late.58 
A magazine writer, reviewing the eight-,year career 
of the Graphic. said, "The onlJ' value ever ola1aed for it 
-
was that it educated r eaders up to a point where they were 
able to understand the other tabloids. 11 59 
56Johnston, loc. cit. 
57Tayler, ~• ill•, PP• 46, 47. 
58aod1n, loo. cit. 59Johnston, .l.2£• ill• 
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CHAPTER VII 
THE ZENITH, AND !ATER YEARS 
The health missionary. In 1930, while the Graphic 
was withering and his magazine chain was constantly 
blossoming out wi th new publications, M.e.c!adden took a trip 
to EUrope. Visiting an It,11&.n army poet , he found the 
soldiers 111 fed and in poor physical condition. He secuNd 
an audience with Musaol1.n1 and offered to demonstrate how 
hie troops could be red at half the current coat and be 
m.ade twice as vigorous . 1 At first h a suggestion was 
coldjy received, but. the following February forty young 
Italians arrived in America to test Maotadden's methods . 
After five months all snowed substantial 1•provement 1n 
physical measurements and endurance.2 Ma.c~addea later 
received a decoratil>n from the king of Italy fer hie work.3 
In July 1931, at the age ot 62, he was awarded a 
flier's 11cenae.4 Th owner or everal p lanes, be had for 
years disapproved ot flying aa 1n1m1cal to good health. 
1Alva Johnston, "The Great Macfadden." Saturday 
~en1ng !:2!1, 213:93, June 28 •. 1941. _ 
2Thomae B. Morgan, Ital1ap Physical Culture 
Delllonatrat1on,,(New York: Macfadden Book Compan,y, Inc., 
1932), pp.3, 40, 80, 114-193. 
3DaJi!!t ~ Times, 19:4, March 17, 1932. 
~ lie 12ti Times, 13:3, July 19, 1931. 
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His newly-found enthusiasm for flying stemmed from 
political considerations; 1n 1928 he had flown from both 
parties' prosidential conventions to be the first person 
fr~m the conventions to congratulate the nominees, Smith 
and Hoover. He piloted his own planes well into his 
eighties, regard.lees of weather conditions and undisturbed 
by five. minor crackups, and claimed he was the oldest 
ac tive pi lot ln America •. 5 
It is said that 1n his later years he became 
extremely absent-minded about tri vlali ties. Managers of 
airports near New York, when they heard he was coming, 
usually locked up all their planes; it 1s said to have been 
Macfadden's custom, without consulting anyone, to ta.k:e off 
in the first unoccupied plane he spotted. 6 
The year 1931 also marked a rift in the Macfadden 
family; he and Mary , a f ter having seven children, were 
separated.! 
Another of Maofadden's undertakings that year was 
a chain of penny reetaure.nts similar to the ones which he 
5Ibid.; "Mr. Macfa.dden 1n Speedy Plane First to 
Congratula te Hoover, 11 ~ York Evenipg Graph1o, 4:6, June 
18, 1928; Johnston, 21?.• c1t., p. 92. 
6Robert Lewis Taylor, "Profiles," The New Yorker. 
26:46, October 28, 1950. 
1nut. liel(. ~ Times, 11:1, February 8, 1945; 
"Professor-Prophet· Acquires Another sanatorium," Newsweek, 
S:28, June 29, 1935. 
had started 1n 1907. 
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Coming as they d1d during the depth 
of the depression, the restaurants offered health roods at 
a pric& low enough to put new hope into those who had a few 
cents or who might at least have found 1t easier to get 
such a small sum than to w~1t for hours in a bread 11ne. 
The first of the penny restaurants looked like any other 
cafeteria, and the patrons were not exclusively down-and-
outers. A penny bought a bowl of soup or a serving of 
cod-fish, hoidny, beans, prunes or bread. Milk, apricots, 
and fi~ were two cents, meat cakes weN two for five cents 
and a dime bought a complete dinner . Coffee, ot which 
Kacfadden did not approve, was sold for three cents a cup 
1n order to discourage its sale.8 
Soon there were six penny restaurants 1n New York, 
two 1n Washington and another one 1n Ch1cago.9 Showing 
comparatively small deficits, the res taurants were started 
not so much for actual relief a s for a demonstration of 
what could be done. Nevertheless they were serving as man;y 
a s twelve thousand meals a day •. 10 
8 11 Food for a Penny," Ill! atio11, 135:70, July 27, 
1932; "Mactadden'a Family,~ I.JJ!!, 28:45, September 21, 1936. 
~~ ~ .12.m Times: 17:5, June 22, 193~; 
"Macfadden s Family," --2.£• ill• 
lO"Ma.cfadden•; Family~ loc. cit.; !h!, New~ 
Times. 3:5, December 30, 1931;--,,Macfadden: 'A Lowly 
Crusader• Reviews His Life, i,n Two Parts," New week, 6:36, 
December-14, 1935. 
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By receiving subsor1ptions toward the purchase of 
meal ticket books. Macfadden was lBter able to extend h1s 
plan to include those who could pay nothing. He also 
offered the services or one of his staff to any city 
wishing to open a similar restaurant.11 
Climaxing his charitable ventures was the formation 
of the Bernarr Kacfadden Foundation in September 1931 to 
spread his health doctrines. Putting aside one and a half 
million dollars as a bequeet to his dependents, Maofadden 
contributed five million dollars to the Foundat1on.12 
He gave up the rest or his estimated thirty million dollara 
to live on an annuity of two thousand dollars a week13 and, 
ae he put it, "throw aside the tentacle• that grip you when 
assuming the responsibilities that great wealth brings."14 
The Foundation 's certificate or incorporation set 
down the following purposes: 
To propagate the principles of health building by 
natural means; to publish books, magazines and 
pamphlets devoted to physical culture and natural 
methods of health building; to ma1nta1n, conduct and 
11.Int ll!l! ~ Times, 15:3, December 24, 1933. 
1211 Maofadden Millions Given to Charity," Editor i 
Publisher, 64:14, October 3, 1931. 
l~,66:102, October 24, 1955; Rabbi Max Felshin, 
director of the Bernarr Macfadden Foundation, 1n an 
interview with the author. 
!l 1411Maofadden Millions Given to Charity, 11 loo. ill• 
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operate educational activities, including schools and 
institutions 1n which the said health-building methods 
are taught; to •stablish scholarships and foundations 
and other means for advocates of the said health• 
building methods to the end that they may be taught and 
trained and otherwise fitted to spread the pr1n~1plea 
thereof throughout the world; to maintain sanitariums 
and other institutions for the treatment of persons by 
such physical culture methods; to establish gymnasiums 
and camps and other outdoor recreational facilities to 
promote the physical well-being of young men and women; 
to promote among all classes of people the knowledge ot 
right living and healthful living and the care of their 
bodies, which are essential to right living and good 
citizenah1p; to promote the knowledge of hygiene and 
health , and to any and all tnings for the eoo1al~and 
physical betterment ot 1oc1ety and to lessen such abuses 
of society as may be factors 1n un ~rm.1n1ng the ~ell-
be1ng or physical well-being of indlv1duals and 
families; to promote the ideals of citizeneh1p, the 
principles of good government and unselfish public 
service. 
There shall be no discrimination as to age, race, 
nationality, eex, 1Qreed or color of the benefi~iar1ea 
of such purposee. ~ 
Macfadden kept tight control of the Foundation, 
cas ting ten votes while each of the eight other directors 
cast one vote each. The provisions stated t hat any member 
or director could be removed by a majority vote of members 
without cause. After Maofadden'a death. hie ten vote• 
would be abolished, and an elected chairman would cast two 
votes 1n a tie. Each me ber, prior to death or disability, 
was to name a successor whom the others would el ct, but 
with a prov1eo that the successor must either be a 
15lli_ ~~Times, 13:3, July 19, 1931. 
I 
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descendant of Macfadden, a blood relative of h1s or else an 
officer or employee as well as a stockholder of Macfadden 
Publications, its successor or successors or affiliated 
companies. 16 
Late 1n 1931, encouraged by the success of his 
Italian experiment, Me.cfadden wen~ to Portugal. Here he 
established a health school and placed fifty weak and 
slightly-built children from orphanages under the care of 
his health instructors. When the institution closed after 
six months the children were all greatly improved 
physically and were undefeated 1n the school's various 
sports, in spite of' the fact that every contending teaa had 
been older, teller and heavier.17 
The President-makers. As the money continued to 
roll 1n from his magazines, Macfadden accumulated a large 
following of yes-men and other parasites who tried to 
convince him that hie talents wers needed 1n high government 
offices. In 1932 an organization was formed to nominate 
Macfadden for the presidency of the United States, but he 
declined the offer, 18 preferring to set his sights on 
16:Ill!. Surve1, 67:2, October 15, 1931 
17Thomas Dixon, A Dreamer 1n Portugal, (New York: 
Cov1o1-Fr1ede - Publishers, 1§34}:-PP• 54, 55, lll-144. 
l8Johnston, sm• ill,., P• 91. 
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becoming the Secretary of Health. He hoped to attain this 
office through Franklin D. Roosevelt. His newly acquired 
magazine, Ubertx, printed many articles on Roosevelt, 
becoming virtually a house organ for the De~ocratic 
noi4inee. 
After Roosevelt's election, Maofadden, hie hopes of 
a cabinet position rapidly fading, abandoned Roosevelt and 
the Democratio Party. In an editorial 1n Ubertz he wrote: 
I was an enthusiastic supporter of President 
Rooseq-elt; but when he cast aside many of his campaign 
pledges, abandoned almost entirely the Democratic 
platform upon which he was elected, and began the 
introduction or soc1aliat1o act1vities, it became my 
duty as a patriotic American citizen to do everything 
possible to defeat what appea~d to me an effort to 
change our form of government. 9 
Toward the end of 1935, after a little prodding by 
the President-makers, Macfa.dden was ready to admit that the 
Republican prea1dent1al nomination would please h1m . 20 
"If the lightning strikes, it will find me a willing 
.;.iotim, 11 21 he said, adding tha t the presidential nomination 
was '*an honor no American can afford to refuse.tt22 
19Berna.rr Ms.cfa.dden, "Uberty'a Publisher Accused of 
'Muscling In' on the Republican Presidential Nomination ••• ~ 
Liberty, 12:4, December 14, 1935. 
2011Maota.dden: • A u:>wly Crusader' Reviews His Ufe, 
Sn Two Parts," loc. ill• 
21Johnston, 12,g_. ill• 
22llg, 26 :61, November 11, 1935·. 
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When the arch Republican Herald Tribune sent a 
reporter to interview h1m , Macfadden declared: "If the 
Republicans nominate an old-11.ne Republican they'll be 
beaten worse 'n last time, sure aa shooting. They've Just 
got to nominate a man who'll draw some Democratic votes, 
somao!l8outside the political field. That's rrq chance • • 
When, after the interview, the Herald Tribune 
poked fun at his anxiety to 'lnuscle irl'on the nom1nat1on,24 
Maofadden snapped back 1n L1berty, 
It is difficult to understand how a great 
newspaper ••• could stoop to direct falsehoods 
and other questionable tactics to discredit one 1t 
believes might become a candidate for the 
Presidency ••• 
• 1123 
In the article referred to it 1a quite evident that 
it was the intention to brand me first of all as an all 
round vulgarian and then as a queer fanatic ••• 
Christ was crucified for His teachings. Socrates 
was condemned to death for the same reason. Lincoln 
was vilified most unmercifully previous to his 
nomination. Not that I should be classed with &l\Y or 
these renowned characters ••• 
No, I do not seek the Presidency. It is a man-
killing job at best . • • 
Ninety-nine out of every hund~:-ed intelligent 
Americans would not refuse a chance to be President ir 
23Ibid. 
24"Macfadden: 'A wwl,y Crusader• Reviews His Ure, 
1n Two Parts," 12£• ill• 
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it were offered to them, and I am no except1on •. 25 
At a luncheon of the Advertising Club of Baltimore, 
his speech attacking Roosevelt and the New Deal was 
constantly being cut off by heckling. His mention of the 
"Yellow Peril" - the possibility of a war with Japa.n -
brought the f1nal tumult which ended the speech. 26 
It was later estimated that the President-makers 
had trimmed Maofadden for approximately a quarter of a 
million do ars.27 
In May 1935 Macf'adden organized tbe first of a 
series of annual walking derbies. The 325-mile, seventeen-
day h1ke began in New York City and led to !)8.neville 1n 
western New York. 28 
Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuard1a pulled the trigger or a 
blank pistol, et_art1ng the forty-eight hikers on their 
trek. Among the walkers were a doctor who hff.d hitoh-hiked 
1n from st . Louie, two grandmother, and a retired sixty-
nine year old lumberman who bet five thousand dollars that 
he had stamina enough to finish. 
25Macfadden, ~- .ill.• 
26The New~ Il,.me1. 2:4, February 16, 1936. 
27Johnston, ~• ill•, P• 92. 
28
~ N8w !£!:'! Times, 10:3, May 3, 1935. 
29~.; "Walking: Macfadden RWls Derby for 
Publicity, Profit, and Proof," Newawe~, 5:17, May 18~ 
1935; !!!!, New~ Timee~ 17:2, May 1, 1935. 
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An eighty-three..,.ear-old hiker kept getting blisterl 
and dropping out; then he would mysteriously reappear ahead 
of his rivals at hotels along the route. A New Yorker 
removed his shoes to make the hike harder. A 173-pound 
woman, threatened with divorce, was determined to los• the 
fifty pounds she had gained the previous year.30 
A truck filled with nine hundred pounds of cereal, 
raisins, brown sugar and salt chugged with the troupe.31 
The pilgrimage to De.nsville was repeated during the 
next three years. In 1939 the hikers walked to Philadelphia 
and back, extending the derby to 617 milea.32 
In 1940 Macfadden sought to become Senator from 
Florida on the Democratic ticket, and proved amazingly 
popular with the voters. Some contend that he won by a 
wide margin but was counted out.33 
A return to pu.bl1sh1ng. In 1941, after his 
retirement from publishing, he devoted moat of his time to 
his duties as unaalar1ed president of the Bernarr Macfadden 
30"Walking: Macfadden ~na Derby for Publ1ci ty, 
Profit, and Proof," loc. c1t. 
31The New M Times, II, 1:2, May 5, 1935. 
32~ New Tom i1mes, II, 1:4, May 17, 1936; lll.l ¥eG York ffin, II, 9: , May 23, 1937; lhl lia.W ~ Times, 
,JU!y--si1939. 
33lla,!, 35:21, May 6, 1940; Johnston, loc. cit. 
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Foundation. The Foundation properties by this time 
included castle Heights Military Academy at I.ebahont 
Tennessee, a physical culture hotel at Dansville, a 
sanitarium at Liberty, New York, a resort hotel in Mlaai 
Beach, two schools for children in Westchester Countyt New 
York and sundry other 1nteresta.34 
Meanwhile, under the new manage ent, fh.ysic-al 
Culture, in October 1941, became hys1cal Culture, the 
Intimate Magazine Q! Beauty and Health, and the following 
June became Bea~y ~ Health, ~he Intimate Magazine for 
p1scrim1na.t1n,g Women. These changes almost killed 
Ph,.ys1cal Cultyre, and a f ter it was suspended 1n JUly 1942, 
Macfadden bo~t it b&ck for next to noth1ng.35 
He brought 1t ou~ in pocket size 1n October 1943 
under the name New Physical Culture. i:S1 1946 the ma3azine, 
once enjoying a circulation of three hundred and forty 
thousand, still had only one hundred thousand.36 
In June 1949 the p-..tblica tion cb,anged ... o Bernarr 
34.raylor, op. cl t., p. 50; "Professor-Prophet 
Acquires A.Another Sanatorium," 22• ill•, P• 27; outlook !ns 
Independent.. 150:1162, November 14, 1928; "Macfadden's 
Second Publishing Empire?", ~rinters• .IM, -~~5:81, June ~8, 
194-0. 
35Theodore Peterson, Magazines 1n the Twentieth 
Century, (Urbana, Illinois: The Univeriity or Illinois 
Press, 1956) P• 246. 
36"The Bod1 ls Back," Time, 48 :69, August 12, 1946. 
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Mactadden'e New fb..ya1oal Qy.lture. The Maroh/Apr11 1950 
. 
issue became Bernarr Macfadden's Health Review, changing 1n 
February/March 1951 to Macfadden's Vitalized Peysical 
Qulture. and again in June/Ju.1:y 1951 to Bernarr Macfadden's 
Vitalized Ph..ys1cal Culture. In the spring of 1954 it 
became Bernarr Macfadden'e Journal; by this time the 
mag~zine had onl:y twenty thousand readera.37 
When Uacfadden sold out his string of magazines 1n 
1941, one of the conditions w~s no ~direct competition for 
the next five years. When the term was approaching its 
end in 1946, Macfadden began planning a new publication 
whi ch was to be named Bernarr . cfadden's Detect ive 
agazine. "My main reason for going back into general 
publishing," be said, "is to stabilize the crusade for 
-
health that I have waged throughout my life. Any funds 
received from this venture will go to the Bernarr Macfadden 
Foundation which is the embod.lment of my ideal and 
ambition." 38 
Other publications which were to com out when 
paper was available were a true-story and a true-re.d1o 
magazine; 39 however, his plane for a second empire never 
37peterson, 212.• ill•, P• 247. 
38 11Macfadden's Second Publishing Empire?", loc. cit. 
39 11 The Body is Back,"~• ill• 
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bloaeomed. 40 
In 19Jf.6, after years of court battles and 41eputea, 41 
Macfadden, accusing hie third wife or "hum111at1ng" him by 
losing her figure, won a divorce. 42 
Two years later, at the age of seventy-nine, he 
married forty-two-y ear-old Mrs. Jonnie Lee, a teach&r of 
health practices similar to h1s, 1n Mia.mi. The wedding 
ceremony was marked by an outburst from a person known only 
as the "goat woman," often seen leading a goat around 
downtown Miami who ran behind the altar and shoutea, "This 
1s against the holy word! 11 43 In 1952 Macfadden and hie 
fourth wife were separat~.44 
-In 1949, a few days after h1a eighty-first birthday, 
Ma.cfadden decided to prove "th1a growing-old idea 1s all 
nonsense. n 45 Anxious to attempt something more spectacular 
-
than the feat he had performed in 1943 when he gave a press 
interview standing on his head to celebrate hie seventy-
40peterson, 2.1?.• ill•, p. 248. 
4~ lib Yw:k Times, 15:1, May 10, 1933; ~ ~ 
York Times, 10:6, November 21, 1933; th!. li!lf t.m Times, 
19:7, June 21, 1934; t!1!. RD, x_m ?,1mes, 11:1, Eebruary S, 
1945. 
42'tb.l. ?ial( ~ I,1mes, 21:4, January 10, 1946. 
43'rn§. N!l( ~ Times, 13:5, April 24, 1948; Taylor, 
!.Q.9.. ill• 
4-½ersona.l communication tot.he author from Edward 
Bodin, President of the Bernarr Macfadden Foundation. 
45T!a, b.lf. ~ Times, 55:4, August 21, 1949. 
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fifth birthday , 46 he decided on a parachute jump. With 
~wo concessions to safety, a football helmet and shin 
guards, he Jumped from two thousand feet, landing in a 
field near Dansville Airport. 47 
He repeated the stunt in 1951, this time landing in 
the Hu4aen River near Yonkers, New York; he had wanted to 
jump over Niagara Falls, but was unalb:l:e to secure 
permission.48 
The following year, at eighty-four, he went to 
Paris and parachuted nine hundred feet over the Seine •. 
Though he missed the river, he landed unhurt in an empt7 
lot half a mile away. After this exploit, he went into a 
jig and announced that he intended to repeat the jump 
yearly "until I am 120 and then I'll try to live until I am 
150.1149 
When he was eighty-six, Macfadden wanted to 
parachute into the Great Salt Lake, but was refused 
permission by the Utah Aeronautics Comm.1ss1on;50 and 
so he decided on a new diversion to observe his birthday. 
Feeling thb. t he needed another "cleansing," h ,a announced 
4611A Colorful Publishing career," Printers' Ink, 
253:82, October 21, 19S5. 
47'lh!. ~ York Times, 55:4, August 21, 1949. 
4811 Bravo Macfadden," Newsweek, 40:46, September 8, 
1952; .I.!!!!.!, 60:54, September 8, 1952. 
5~ ?fl.11 X:ork Times, 33:4, March 11, 1954. 
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that he would conduct a seven-day fast at his Dansville 
health resort with anyone feeling a. simi lar need to "purge 
the system. 11 51 
-
Mac!adden's genius for dreaming u.p strange 
inventions was shown by such gadgets as his "physical 
culture auspenders," guaranteed to make its wearer an 
"upright man, 11 52 th; physical culture watch, whose dial 
s howed what exercises and food were called for during each 
given hour, a na rr<Jlfoguage railroad fo r department store 
customers, anu the peniscope, a ventilating device of which 
the lees said the better.53 In his latest brainstorm, t he 
double-deck subway car designed to nearly double passenger 
capacity , he saw an idea which, he believed , could win for 
him the mayoralty of New York City . In 1953 , .run!UlDg on 
the "Honest Party" ticket, he tossed his hat into the 
already crowded ring, pledging ejection of Communists and 
greeey and corrupt politicians, sales tax elimination, 
traffic decongestion, better schools and housing, more 
state aid , and legalization of gambling, with the profits to 
5111 Faat Purge, 11 Newsweek, 44:44, August 9, 1954. 
52.Advertisement: "Be An Upright Man, 11 Ph.ysical 
Culture, X: x1, July 1903. 
5311 L1fe With a Genius," Time, 61:122 , April 20, 1953 . 
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be used for welfare •. 54 
In a letter to~ N8 w York Times, sent soon afte r a 
rise in the subway fare , Macfadden wrote: 
It's about time New York City had a business 
administration free fro, the wastefulness of 
politicians . We wouldn t have to be paying 15 cents 
for a subway ride if the subway were managed with the 
1YYa1ness eff iciency found in any great corporation in 
America. 
When I am Mayor I will call upon the oest brains in 
the business world, not politicians , to advise me . 
Meanwhile the 15-cent subway token can be my campaign 
button to remind victims of politiQal wa ete and what can 
be if they clean house t his year.5~ 
However, later that year the Board of Elections 
invalidated Macfadden's city-wide ;)e titiona, holding that 
1,120 of the 8,306 signatures were defective . 56 
The last dais. Toward the end of his life !-'acfadden 
was a bitter and unhappy man . His critics' rebukes, which 
had never bothered him in years past, became harder to 
bear . 57 
Alone, almost friendless, he was living in the Hotel 
Earle in Jersey City, New Jersey, when he became 111 and 
54.rhe ~ York Times, 15:6, July 21, 1953. 
55Bernarr Macfadden, "To the EJditor of the ew York 
Times," The New York Times, 22:6, July 29, 1953. 
-~ 
56~ ~ YQ.Dt Times, 25:4, October 14, 1953. 
57Fel1x ay, editor of Physical Culture , 1n an 
interview with the author . 
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lost consciousness. The hotel manager called the police, 
who in turn summoned an ambulance . Semi-conscious and too 
weak to object, the lifelong advocate of nature healing was 
taken on October 7, 1955, to the Jersey City Medical Center 
and placed under the care of a physician . 58 On the evening 
of October 12 , Macfadden died a t the age of eighty-seven. 
His phys ician dia511osed the cauoe of death as jaundice, 
complicated by a t hree-day f as t.59 
Eulogy. It has been said that Macfadden "had the 
first new idea i n the publishing f ield in the last f1f:t,' 
years . 1160 He had an uncanny ability to discover 
publ1cat1ona for which millions were wai ting . Today m9.I\Y 
of his magaz~nes are still b•1ng published , some by 
Macfadden Publications, a few by other publishing concerns'. 
No matter wh~t one 's opinion of his publications may be , it 
must be adialtted that he started a new trend 1n magazine 
11 te ra ture. 
And yet._ though }- a cfadden put out a handful of 
newspapers and dozens of magazines whose total peak 
58Bod1n, loc. cit .; ~~ YQU Times , 44:4, 
October 11, 1955. 
59The New York Ti mes , 31:l; October 13~ 1955; Time, 
66 :102, October 2zr;-T955 . 
60peterson, !m• cit ., p . 275. 
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c1rculat1on was estimated at UP to forty million yearly, 61 
it must be .remembered, it we aee to make a valid evaluation 
of this man, t hat his publishing career was of seconda ry 
import to him, a means of achieving wha t was to him a far 
more important goal •. With the wealth that he acquired 
from his publications, through his quest for public off ice, 
t hrough his exhibitions of physica l prowess, he hoped to 
sp r ead his health doctrines. 
Macfadden 1 s non-profit Foundation today still 
ma inta ins the Castle Heights Mil1ta ry Academy and the 
Dansv l e health resort, 62 and publishes Physical Culture 
63 
a t Br anford , Connecticut . 
Significantly , at his funeral Macfadden was 
eulo gi zed not a s the one-time publisher of the na tion's 
larges t magaz ine cha in but as "an apostle of good 
hea lth. 11 64 
61ru ~ ~ T1mes, 31:l, October 13, 1955. 
62Broads1de circular, (New York: The Bernarr 
~acfadden Foundat ion, September 25, 1932}. 
63aod.1n, loc. ill• 
6
~ :tie,w. YJ:>rk Times, 86 :1, October 16, 1955. 
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